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Eastern State News 
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid" 
EAS'ti:RN ILLINOIS. STATE COLLEGE, CHABLESTON, t WEDNESDAY, MAY 2f. 
stern to offer four-year general program next Sept. 
' 
,," BY Susan Glaspell led off "Foursome," four one-act plays 
;ented by members of play directing class last Friday. 
1bove left to right Charles Lowe, Roscoe Wallace, Pat Paris, 
and Ellie Simpson. 
Napoleon . . .  
Doctor calls dog 
'difficult patient' 
l\APOLEON RECEIVED a rabies 
vaccination last Wednesday. Dr. 
H. J. Hofacker, local veterinarian 
did the honors. Good ole Napoleon 
-and up to now we didn't know 
how old-was escorted t o  the doc­
tor's office by Jo Ann Dickinson 
and Ted Sibley. 
The "ageless" mascot is 10 
yea11s old, and he weighs 66 
pounds. He may weigh more now, 
because he has three c.c. of anti­
rabi vaccine in him. 
N apOleon is a difficult patient, 
according to· his attending doctor. 
He had to be chased into the car, 
�nd around the doctor's office. He 
was well muzzled before operations 
be�an. 
�News paid for the shot with 
money donated by faculty and 
stndents. A special "Nickels for 
Napoleon" fund has been set up 
by the News for care of the big 
red and tan dog. 
Teachers College board grants 
permission for four-year course 
\ 
NEXT SEPTEMBER Eastern wi l l  offer general col l ege programs lead­
i ng to a Bachelor of Arts degree as well as a Bachelor of Sci­
ence degree, according to President Robert G. Buzzard. 
Permission was gra nted to Eastern to offer a four-year general 
college program by the Teachers college board at a meeting. Mon­
day, May 17. The action fol lowed consideration of similar practice 
in other states and has been under 
discussion since 1943 when the 
two-year Illinois normal school 
pTograms were dropped. 
"Hill-Brownell survey of higher 
education in Illinois made in 1944 
recommended, 'It is our conclusion 
that the teacher colleges can pro­
vide better service to the regions 
and can strengthen teacher-educa­
tion by frankly becoming regional 
colleges.' 
President Buzzard issued the 
following statement: 
"When the word "teachers" 
was dropped from the name of 
the co!lege in 1947, it was ex­
pected that this general col­
lege currimulum would be set 
up, but circumstances since 
that time have prevented such 
action by the Board until the 
present. 
"House Bill 992 of the 67th 
General Assembly approved· July 
2, 1951, removed from the powers 
and duties of the Teachers Col­
lege board the restriction of grant­
ing only professional degrees and 
thus opened the way for setting, 
up a general college curriculum. ' 
"Dr, W. Earl Armstrong of the 
U . S. Office of Education in the 
April, 1954 issue of Higher Edu­
cation sums up the current nation­
al situation by stating, 'Within the 
last 20 years· more than one-third 
of the teachers colleges have be­
come general colleges, retaining 
tt>eir m1;1jor interest in teacher 
ON L. Anderson, pro­
of foreign language, is 
IR&ding l&ngua.ge scooJ... 
have agreed to .act as on .the second edition iica World Language dic­
ording to Robert C. 
sident of the company. 
,annica dictionary gives .lents in seven lang­
186 students to receive diplomas June 4 
'education, but also offering de­
grees in general education and pre­
prof essional preparatfon.' 
"Survey of graduates of 
Illinois teacher-training insti­
tutions indicated from 25-30 
per cent of those who do take 
diplomas and degrees actually 
do Jt<)t go into teaching but 
use such completed college 
work as a basis for other acti-
BACH ELOR OF Science in Education degree wil l  be awarded to 175 
senior� at 'l 0 a .m. June 4 in lantz gyrnnasiuin. SeveA students 
will be awarded two-yea r  diplomas. There are four candidates for 
the Master's degree. 
Dean Hobart Hel ler wil l  present di plomas to the following 
graduates: 
:lish, French, German, 
Spanish, Swedish and Yid­
languages are · �poken 
a 'quarter of the �orld's and three-quarters I of 
1nts of W e.!!tern nations. 
ARY books are due on 
'e �ursd:1Y• June 3. Stu­
plan to u.ttend summer 
1t have cards stamped 'ary. All other library 
1t be turned in. 
to clear records will re­
olding of gmdes and 
11 fines. Five cent fines 
S5 cents after term ends. 
are also reminded that 
will be closed Monday, 
Eugene Aikman, Barbara Sei­
bert Albright, James Alexander, 
Jr., Margery Alter,' Robert Bain, 
Paul Bales, Melvin Barche, Donald 
�gle, Lola Diel Bear, Verne 
Bear, Ruth Bennett, Jeanne Bidle, 
James Biggs, Joseph Block, Lois 
Blurton, Joanne Courtright Bon­
nett, 
Gail Borton, Jr., Orpha Bower, 
John Boyer, Donald Branson, Dan­
iel Brown, Ruth Buesking, Robe� 
Calvin, Juanee Carlyle, Harold 
Carter, Virginia Carwell, Patricia 
Casey, Martin Chilovich, Jimmie 
Cody, Charles Cole, Randall Cole­
n\an, 
�orothy Dorband Cardes, Alan 
Court, Leona Creath, Mary Ran­
dell Curtis, Barbara Jackson Deck­
er, Donald Decker, Billy Deeter, 
John Dively, Adeline Dougherty, 
Hr,nnah Newgent Eads, Charles 
Edgington, Margaret Ellington, 
Barbara Eppstein, 
Doris Feist, William Fellers, 
Raymond Fischer, James Freden­
bcrger, Harold Fuller, Carolyn 
Girl, Rose Grant, Don Grayson, 
Jerry Gfiffith, Nelle May Gullett, 
David Hannah, Ann Hardin, James 
Harrington, Thomas Hashbarger, 
l\faurice Hemphill, John Hender­
son, Marian Henn, Lois Dillman 
Hosier, Erma Thompson Hyland, 
David Jacobson, Joe James, 
Nancy Defibaugh Jamnik, Donald 
Jehling, Dana Johnson, John 
Keener, Allen Kirchberg, Henry 
Kirts, Barbara Kuhn, Thomas 
Lackey, Robert Lee, Dale Level, 
Jr., Dean Long, Donald Loyet, 
Royce Maxfield, James Maxon, 
Phyllis McDermith McAfee, 
·Gloria McHatton, Robert McKay, 
Donald McKee, Nelson McMuUen, 
David McQueen, James McWil­
liHms, Robert Mieure, Charlotte 
Miller, Norma Zimmer Moody, 
striol arts to sponsor fair June 19-20 
L ARTS department wil l  sponsor an I nd ustri al Ed ucation 
dune 19 and 20. Thi rty-two entries from six different 
1ve been submitted. Entries range from grades 7-12. 
,5 are entered in three classifications: 
'enth and eighth grade crafts: woodcraft; plastics, cera­
;;il, leather work, block printing and any .:lfaditional 
which thl'!re is a need. 
made in industrial 
trades 9-12 doing less 
clock hours class work areas such as woods, 
;ricity, graphic arts, lllrawing and architec-
ing. frojects will be !lasses based upon num­s of instructi6n the 
had in the specific 
'k. 
:ts made in voca­
doing more than 
)ours class work per 
IPecific field. Both 
and advanced classi­
will be established in 
which there are ade-
quate entries to 
awards. 
warrant 
All projects entered must have 
bEen made in regular organized 
industrial education .classes within 
the school year 1953-54 under the 
supervision of regularly employed 
teachers. An individual .ma7 enter 
in more than one area of work. 
No entry fees will be charged. 
Projects shall be judged on , 
design, usefullness, workman­
ship and finish. The rating re­
ceived on the demonstration 
will be included in the total 
evaluation of award. The 
judges shall determine the 
. 
weighting used on the above 
factors. 
:Ribbon aw�rds will be given for 
the first three places .in ea.ch clas­
sification. When there are less 
than three entries in a classifica­
tion the judge and sponsors re­
sPrve the right to close it to con­
test and honorable mention awards 
will be substituted. A certificate 
of entry will be given. 
Recreational activities will be 
provided for all guests Staurday 
evening. Sunday morn'ng for those 
w<shing to attend, Charleston 
churches will be available. 
Lodging and meals will be avail­
able in college dormitories. 
Projects •will be on display Sat­
urdiiy and Sunday afternoons from 
1-4. Parents, relatives, and friends 
are invited to view the exhibit. No 
admission will be charged. 
Dr. Walter A. Klehm is head of 
industrial arts department. 
Janet Moore, Sue Morrison, Lucy 
Muchmare, Mildred Myers, 'nloinas 
Neely, Betty Newlin, Ann W. New-
ton, 
· 
Jacqueline Olsen, Francis On.or­
ati, Virginia Garbe Ostergren, 
Kenneth Ozier, Frank Pixley, Zane 
Porter, Jvlia Post, Walter Pyle, 
Virginia Randolph, Jack Rardin, 
Kenneth Ratts, James Rea, J ac­
queline Butler Reeley, Joyce Rey­
ndds, Margaret Rhoads, 
Walter Richards, Jr., Donald 
RiehardsQn, Richard Richardson, 
Mary Alice Rigg, Beverly Riley, . 
Helen Roberts, Robert Toland, 
Bnrbara Rosborough, David Saw­
yer, Thomas Schreck, Marilyn 
Carr Scott, Betty Ehrhart Seaman, 
Mildred Seaman, Zetta Pinkstaff 
S1::llers, Aden Sempsrott, Roy 
Shake, Cecilia Shay, Thomas Shea, 
Keith Schedlebower, Paul Siverly, 
Dorothy Armes Skadden, Mervin 
Smart, Gladys D!iilY Smith, Anna 
Sparks, , 
Eugene Stanberry, James Stan­
ley, Patricia Stanley, Kathryn 
Staub, James Steere, Jacquelyn 
Stewart, Joyce Stigers, George 
Stricker, Joan Sudduth, J�e Sum­
merville, Samuel Taber, Galen 
Talley, Eugene Thomas, Yvonne 
Fehrenbacher Thorma};tlen, 
Paul Trotta, Rita Vacketta, 
Dorothy Van Dyke, laverna Van 
Zlint, Jack Vick, Carol Volre, 
Samuel Von Brock, John Wag­
goner, Pauline Walton, Carolyn 
Washington, Robert Washington, 
Barbara Weerts, ·Charles Weirich, 
Marjorie Weller, 
Duane Welton, Lola Willet, 
Bonita Wills, Carolyn Wilson, 
Dolores Wilson, Joan Wfison, 
Doris Windle, Lois Dent Winkler, 
Alice Wisner, Charles Wittman, 
George Woodyard, Charles Young­
er. 
The following persons are re­
ceiving J,wo-year diplomas: Ron­
ald Eal , Robert Henkel, Herbert 
McDowell, Max Sheafer, Patricia 
Suhling, Judith Tuttle, Richard 
Wilkinson. 
Four persons will be awarded 
a Master's degree. They are Eliza­
bt-th DePew, George Mellott, Don- · 
ald Montgomery, and Robert Ster­
lmg. · 
CLASSES WILL not meet Mon­
day, May 31. 
vity. 
. 
"The project of general college 
at Eastern was presented to the 
Council of Higher Education in 
Illinois and received endorsement 
by state-supported institutions. 
"Curriculum committee at East­
ern will now proceed on the basis 
of the study which has been made 
during the past several years to 
set up this general college curri­
culum for functiohing beginning 
in September, 1954. 
"A required core of general 
college courses_ plus foreign 
language will be the organiz­
ing center for each student 
program. A stpdent will be 
permitted wide election of 
subject interest and provision 
will be made· for interchange 
of enrolment between 'general 
college and teach-training cur­
ricul!a. 
"The primp.ry function of the 
Eastern Illinois State college has 
been and should be the training 
of teachers for the public schools 
of Illinois. The fifth year of work 
leading to the Master of Science 
in Education degree is distinctly 
a professional degree. The giving 
of a general college program will 
in no way lead to a fifth. year of 
straight subject matter leading 
to a Master of Arts or a Master 
of Science degree. 
"In the opinion of the college 
. administration this organization 
of educational opportunities at 
Eastern will go far to meet the 
nf�ds of a group of young peop1e 
in the 22 counties from which 
Eastern draws the majority of its 
students and will bring to the 
Eastern campus a surprising num­
ber of capable young people who 
at the moment do not think they 
want to become teachers. 
"We earnestly believe that con­
tact with the type of faculty which 
Eastern possesses will instill in 
these young people an interest in 
teaching as a life work and cause 
an appreciable nwnber of them to 
t::-ansfer into the B.S. in Education 
curriculum rather than to com­
piete the gEnera.l college curri­
culum.'' 
1,· \i 
P•g• Two 
Editorials • • • 
Past 'News' headlines 
r_evea l im portant happenings 
A QUICK run-down of 1953-54 News headli nes shows that many 
important things have happened this past yea r. 
Little David North, who wil l  leave the campus Sunday, brought 
nationwide publ icity to Eastern. The story of the home-ma nagement 
baby was made known to mi l l ions throught the country's lead ing 
magazines a nd newspapers, and at least one newspaper published 
overseas .. David and Eastero were publ icized orr television a nd 
radio. 
President Buzzard was honored by· more than 500 faculty and 
alumni at a convotation in October. The occasion was Dr. Buzzard's 
twentieth anniversary as president of Eastern. 
Action was taken to close Eastern State high school with in the' 
next year. After -1955, students wi l l  do practice teaching off cam­
pus. 
Elementary students moved i nto a new building, a nd the old 
grade school was .rejuvinated for high school classes. 
Eastern's first Greek Week was carried out successful ly. Over 
400 students affi l iated with Greek soci a l  organizations partici pated 
in the week-long festivities. I n  this, perhaps Easternites saw the 
launching of a tradition. 
Eastern's faculty was highly rated by the North Central Asso­
ciation. Ttie Association said ''.The exceptiona l ly large percentage of 
the faculty of Eastern . .. who hold an earned doctor's degree con-' 
stitues a major strength of this col lege . . .  It is an active faculty 
concerned with the general educational policies of the col lege, 
participating energetica l ly in the entire college program." 
Dr. Howard Def. Widger, who was a member of Eastern's · 
faculty for 41 years, died December 13, 1953. Memorial fund has 
been started in his honor. 
The year has been cl imaxed by president Buzzard's announce­
ment that Eastern wi l l  qffer general col lege programs leading to a 
Bachelor of Arts degree as well as a Bachelor of Science degree. 
This program wil l  be effective next September. 
President Buzzard ... 
answers program questions 
WITH PRESI DENT Buzzard's ennouncement that the Teachers Col­
lege board granted permission to Eastern to offer a four-year 
general college program, students, especially next year's seniors, 
began asking how this change wou ld affect them. ' 
President Buzzard said in reply to this question that the pro­
gram was not far enough a long yet to say exactly what it wi l l  mean 
to the class of '55. · 
"Probably a foreign language wil l  be required in order for 
seniors to transfer next ·fa l l .  We cannot guarantee that everyone 
who wants to transfer to the general program wil l  get to. It is 
possible that next fal l's seniors cou ld get an A.B. if they use summer 
school of '55 to complete their studies," the President further ex­
plained. 
Rather than expecting a l arge number of students to change to 
this program Dr. Buzzard said in his statement, "We earnestly be­
l ieve that contact with the type of faculty Eastern possesses wi l l  
insti l l  in these young people a n  interest in teaching as  a l ife work 
and cause an apprecia ble number of them to tra nsfer ,into the B.S. 
in Education curricu lum rather than to complete the general col lege 
curricu lum." 
Student union 
wi 11 be 'hot' issue 
WE'VE HAD a resume of this year's happenings a nd looking into 
our crystal ba l l  we wil l  try to give you a. preview of next 
. year's h appenings. 
The biggest issue of the year wil l  be the student union build­
ing. This p roposed building which wil l  house a bal lroom and other 
needed facil ities wi l l  necessitate raising the student activity fee. 
The building prpject wil l  be voted on by students; supported by 
students and carried out by students. \ 
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Apropos 
Pigeon climaxes 
Aud's year as 
'News' editor 
by Andree McMillan 
ONE QUARTER I saw bats at a 
dance and to end this quarter I 
s11w a pigeon trip into Prathers. 
Before anyone gets shook and 
calls for some white coats I'd bet­
ter explain. You may remember I 
mentioned s·eeing bats at a rekis­
tration dance. 
Very few people saw the,se bats 
circling over the dance floor so 
I didn't mention it very much af­
ter. that. However, Mariann 
Dana Younger in discussing my 
dnties as social chairman for next 
year mentioned this incident. 
Therefore, I feel comparatively 
safe in mentioning this little 
pigeon incident. After a gay week 
pl'eparing the Literary Supply­
ment, I skipped back downtown 
to Prathers Friday afternoon to 
begin putting together my last 
issue of the Eastern State News. 
No sooner had I begun hit­
ting the typewriter keys than 
this pigeon hopped down the 
steps, paused on the thres­
hold, cocked his head and flew 
into the shop. Three little girls 
followed him. 
Harold Prather started after 
him but gave up when the pigeon 
hid under the farthest corner of a 
table. One of the little girls' 
cz·a.wled after him, caught him, 
and left with her prize. 
Why am I telling all this? Well, 
this has been quite a year (and 
that's the understatement of the 
year) and it seemed somehow 
apropos to have a pigeon pay me 
a visit while I worked on my last 
issue as editor. 
Also it gave me something 
to tell you all while I tried to 
think how to bid adieu to edit­
ing this Eastern State ·News. 
Right now all I feel is relief. 
I'll have this week to ca�h up 
on a quarter's work. Next fall 
it will seem odd not to be down 
at Prather's every Friday af­
ternoon, all day Saturday and 
Monday. 
Being editor has been quite an 
e:.\'°perience (another understate­
ment). Getting to know the work­
ing of the minds of both faculty 
and students has really been in­
teresting to say the least. Keep­
ing mum . on some information 
given confidentially has been · a 
challenge. That must be one of the 
harder aspects for a woman editor. 
So many people have expressed 
surprise at Eastern's having a 
female editor that I developed an 
apologetic attitude immediately. 
I'd cite the many awards won by 
th:e News in year's past to prove 
it really was a very fine paper. 
Clare will probably feel that 
way next year, also. She want­
ed me to. mention thst she 
wondered who· would be editor 
this summer. Dr. Palmer 
seems to think that Clare will 
be and confidentially I ima­
gine she will be, too. 
Next year should provide quite 
a few changes. Arranging for 
dance bands and that big, big name 
band for a concert should be dif­
ferent, not to mention practice 
teaching. 
Have you ever seen a year go 
so fast? Or one that was so pack­
ed with meetings, dances, depart­
mental programs, etc ? 
I'm rambling I know, but 
speaking of programs remind­
ed me of Dr. H. E. Phipps who 
was entertainment board 
,head for the past few years. 
He was one of the most co­
operative of the faculty mem­
bers with supplying us with 
pictures and publicity. The 
same could be said of Dr. 
Coleman. D'- Alter always' let 
us know of anything he 
thought newsworthy. 
Now that I think about it I 
could name so many more who 
went out of their way to help the 
News. Dr. Michael was so appre­
ciative of our big French story. 
Dr. Rothschild likes to scoff at the 
"yellow rag" but I noticed he 
always seems to hunt l}rotrnd for 
a copy every Wednesday. 
Fe@!p.re Editor --------------------:..-------------------- Don Woods 
Exchange Editor ----------------------------- Beverly Hershbarger 
Business Manager -------------------------------- Virginia Carwell 
Advertising Manager ----------------------------------- Dale Lewi 
Adviser ------------------------------------- Dr. Francis W. Palmer 
Photographers: Bruce Pyatt, Bill Hollenbeck, John Waggoner. 
Three other faculty members 
. who did a good turn for us and 
Wednesday, M•y 26, 
"DON'T SELECT one of th' Professors for th' commencement s -
-We're limited for time." 
Time, progress ta ke tol l; Easter 
_ landmark 'thing of the past' 
by Don Woods 
TIME AND progress are claiming a nother Eastern landmarl 
chimney a nd concrete flooring, a l l  that remained of the 
central heating plant, are being removed next to the green 
and the hole wil l  be fi l led in a nd landscaped. 
Lincoln limelights 
by Judy Botchert 
SENIOR RESIDENTS of Lincoln 
hall were recently honored at a 
pajama party. Seniors Barbara 
Weerts, Marian Henn, Jackie Ste­
wart, Sue Morrison, Carolyn Wil­
son, and Marilyn Scott were ·given 
gifts. 
Each corridor presented skits. 
Sandwiches, po�to chips and milk 
were served. · 
Joan Young, newly elected social 
cl!airman was in charge of the 
party. Other officers installed at 
a recent ceremony are president, 
Marty Wynn; vice president, Con­
nie Pownall; secretary, Marilyn 
Nicol; treasurer, Eloise Isley; re­
porter, Judy Borchert; art and 
decorations chairman, Gladys An­
derson. 
New officers began duties im­
mediately upon their election. 
Ban sunbathing 
after 47 years 
ACP-When coeds living in Waldo 
hall, Oregon State college, were 
told they could no longer take sun­
baths on the roof; they staged a 
riot that lasted all night and re­
quired the police to quell. 
According to the campus news­
paper, "The administration didn't 
rush into this ruling, obviously. 
Gals have been sun-bathing up 
there for about 47 years . . and 
tl1e dorm bosses have finally fi­
gured out that it's a real live 
menace. Sort of the original de­
tailed analysis, you might say." 
fer Sigma Tau Delta, honorary 
English fraternity, were Miss 
Kelly, Dr. Anderson and Dr. Guin­
agh who judged the literary con­
test. 
There are a few people who say 
they read this column, Miss Flos­
sie Fair, Dean Lawson's secretary, 
is amollf them. 
So that's just about it. All of 
· you will be scattering all over the 
continent for summer vacation; 
sc.>me will be in summer school. 
G:ve my best to the returned teach­
ers who were so much fun last 
smnmer. 
Farewell seniors, we'll see you 
Homecoming. For . the rest of us 
who shall return, let's get together 
at fall registration dance . 
Workmen, assisted by 
grounds keepers and other 
ern employees, have nearlJ" 
pleted the work of filling the 
that once housed tlfe plant's 
boilers. 
The' trench th.at has beeu 
ur.der the sidewalk by the 
house now contains pipes th" 
carry steam from the present 
·tral heating plant ro warm 
greenhouse. The incoming 
will be automatically regul 
a thermastat. 
Boilers in the old h 
plant were used to heat 
greenhouse until last wi 
when they blew up. 
They had supplied hot 
net steam as is now used, for 
ing all· of the campus buildi 
til 1924 when the present c 
heating plant was built. 
All coal that was used in 
old heating plant was sho 
ir.to the boilers by hand, and 
quired moving the coal two 
three times before it was 
into the firebox. 
Most ·of the ashes and er 
were pulled from the fire 
an auger that made it so 
easier for the attendant to 
tbe waste materials. 
WP A tore down the. old 
ing that poused the boile 
1924, leavmg only the ch' 
and floor, both now things of 
past at Eastern. 
by Shirley Stamper 
A BIRTHDAY dinner was 
Wednesday evening, May 
honor of all those who had 
da.ys in March, April, Mf', 
June. Guests at the din!Mi 
Dr. and Mrs. Moses, Dr. 
Rommel, Dr. and Mrs. 
Boyd, Dr. and Mrs. Roy M� 
E!ize.beth Michael, and Miss 
Krutza. Betty Willi�mson,, 
. president, served as mist 
ceremonies. 
Entertainment consisted of 
s0los by Rosina Alexander, 
panied by Janis Baker. I ' 
of new officers for next y 
held. They are: President, 
Newberry; Vice-presiden� 
Lee; Secretary, Shirley 
T!°easurer, Joyce Van Dyke 
c1al Chairman; Marie Ho 
Chairman, Nancy Woods; 
er, Shirley Stamper; and 
Chairman, Phyllis Wills.-
Pem hall held its annual 
ents' Day Sunday. 
N<1 
" At 
Yoa Can� 
u. s.] 
GREENU 
·t 
.•. 
�ay 26, 
\ 
st' 
dent Association senate 
roves student-faculty boart:Js 
,TE OF Student Association approved •appointments to student­
laculty boards in a meeting held recently. Group Co-ordinator 
lyn Roe released the following list of appbintments. 
1rtionment board 
1e McMillan, Dan Long, 
· Vogel, Eloise Isley. 
1bly Board 
Wolfe, Ron Ealy, Jeannie 
,, · Del Bremiker. 
inment Board 
Hopkins, Ed Drake, 
Shaffer, Townsend Bar-
:ics and Dramatics Board 
Hunter, Harlan Newbold, 
$tamper, Joe O'Dell. 
Activities Board 
Richison, Jerry Wyeth, 
Mullinax, Bob (Scotty) 
1t Publie1ations Board h �mmerich, Tom Juravic , 
:er. 
Athletic Board iagsaman, Arnold Fra�e, ltlallace. 
1en's Athletics Board 
W�. Judy Borchert, 
O\.lea, Jo Bostic. 
and Hospitalization 
Plock, Joe Knollenberg, '1rughn, Donna Lindsay. 
Notice 
,18 the last issue of the News 
�is qwrter. Students at­
aummer school who are 
1d in working on the News 
11ee Dr. Francis W. Palmer, 
1r adviser, in the annex. 
1E SALAD BOWL 
I 
Student accepts Yale 
science fellowship 
MARGARET ELLINGTON, '54 
graduate from La Grange park, 
has accepted a Yale natural history 
preserve fellowship in the depart­
ment of plant science at Yale uni­
vc>r�ity, New Haven, Conn. 
Miss Ellin�n, who will grad­
uate with high hon6rs, is a botany 
major. 
NOTICE ' 
"WARBLER," COLLEGE year· 
book will be distributed F riday, 
.l\lay 28 under the portraits in Old 
M.ain, according to editors Cecilia 
Sh'ay and Virginia Ostergren. 
Students may obtain the year­
book by showing. recreation tickets. 
Phi Sigma Mu 
elects officers 
ELAINE MYERS, junior from 
Stonington, was elected presi­
d(,nt of Phi Sigma Mu, honorary 
music fraternity, at a recent elec­
tion. She will succeed Sue Morri­
son from Peotone, past president. 
Vice-president is Harlan New­
bold and Norma Olmstea!l is re­
cording secretary. 
Marian Tracy, was elected cor­
responding secretary and Juanita 
Jtnnings is alumni secretary. 
Shirley Moore from Mattoon is 
treasurer and Wanda Knowles is 
historian. . 
Dr. Earl Boyd will succeed Miss 
Catherine Smith as Phi Sigma Mu 
sponsor. 
Ten new members were also 
initiated into the fraternity last 
week. New initiates are: Jane 
Beals, Ted Black, Pat Cannon, 
Juanita Jennings, Wanda Know­
les, Tim Miller, Shriley Moore, 
Dixie Mullinax, Norma Olmstead, 
and Marian Tracy. 
PATRONIZE Newa Advertisers. 
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Gurn Z Gold 
PROCESSED FROM 
GRADE "A" 
GUERNSEY MILK 
PRODUCED FROM 
SELECTED FARMS 
Sold By 
MEADOW GOLD 
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Senior schedule 
Thursday 
8:30 a'..m. Rehearsal for Bacca­
le.ureate procession. Meet in Old 
Aud. 
Sunday, Miay 30 
2 :30 p.m. Seniors, junior aides 
and marshals, fac'l1lty assemble in 
Old Aud to form procession. · 
3 p.m. Baccalaureate exercises, 
Lantz gym. · 
Thursday, June 3 
1 p.m. Rehearsal for commence­
ment procession. Seniors and jun­
j(lr aides and marshals meet in 
VACATE 
FOR 
VACATION ••• 
BY TRAIN 
DON'T LOSE A VACATION MINUTE in 
snail-paced traffic on jammed 
summer highways. Get home 
sooner and surer b11 train I 
CELEBRATE SCHOOL'S END with the 
crowd all together on board. En.­
joy a head start on home cooking 
with swell dining car meals. 
Old Aud. Attendance will be taken. 
9-11 p.m. Dance in men's gym 
of Lantz gymnasium for seniors 
and guests. Junior aides and mar­
shals and their guests invited. 
Friday, June 4 
8 :30�9 :30 a.m. Reception for 
p;;>.rents and friends of seniors on 
hi.wn between cafeteria and Lantz 
gym. ' 
9 :30 a.m. Seniors, faculty and 
Junior marshals and aides assem­
ble in Old Aud. 
10 a.m. Commencement exer­
cises; Lantz gym. 
& Kay Husmann, Props. 
'Ut • Lunch • Dinner 
Short Orders 
More: Calcium, Phosphorils and 
Vitamins 
TAKE EVERYTHING YOU NEED! Loads 
of luggage-room in your coach. 
And, you can also check a trunk­
ful of extras. 
253 traveling home and back 
with two or more fellow students 
on special, money-saving Group 
Plan Tickets. Or, returning for fall 
opening, gather a group of 26 or 
more and you eaeh save 283 
riding long-distance on the same 
home-bound train, then cominr 
back individually or as a group. / " At A Price Can Afford To Pay" 
/ 
., 
rMifd11� 
�hd Flavor 
Le�: Fat, Calories and Cost. 
BEATRICE FOODS CO. 
RAIL BARGAINS FOR SUMMER SCHOOi. 
OR FALL SEMESTER! If you're re­
turnlni for summer school, save 
7th & Van Buren Phone 7 Consult Your Local Railroad Ticf<et 
Aeent Well In Advance of Departure 
Date for Detailed lnlormaUon 
EASTERN 
RAILROADS 
I TAIED DIFFERENT 
BP.ANW OF CIGARETTES 
AND I FOUND JUfrr THE 
MILDNESg AND FLAVOR r 
WANT IN CAMEL9. TAY 1EM 
YOUP.9ElF _YOU'LL FINI;> 
CAMELS THOAOUGJ-ILY 
�� 
Soon to be seen In 
"Magnificent Obsession" 
START SMOKING 
CAMELS YOURSELF! 
Make the 30-Day 
Camel Mildness Test. 
Smoke only Camels 
for 30 days - see for 
yourself why Camels' 
cool mildness and 
rich flavor agree with 
more people than 
any other cigarette! 
ROCK HUDSON says, "After acting 
in high-School plays, I got a job 
in Hollywood delivering mail so 
I could talk to stars and agents. 
The plan worked - one agent 
arranged a screen test. I worked 
.five months without a day off -
and it paid off with a good 
starting contract!" 
R. 7. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 
Wlnelon·Balem, N. C. 
I.. 
' CAMELS LEAD 
in sales by record 
501� 
Newest nationwide figures• from the 
leading Industry analyst, Harry M. 
Wootten ,  shaw Camels n ow 
50 8/10% ahead of th• second· 
place brand - biggest preference 
lead In, history I 
•Publlihod In Printers' Ink, 1954 
t -�MELS 'AGRE� WIT� MOR[ PfOPl� 
THAN ANY OTl-fe� CIGAR.ETTE J 
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Track team finishes fourth· in llAC meet; netmen capture third 
Mich igan Normal wins meet; 
Five new stadi um records set 
EASTERN'S TRACK team scored 27 2-3 points to take fourth place 
in the llAC track a nd field meet at �arbonda le duri ng the 
weekend. Michigan Normal won the meet with 56 1-6 poi nts follow­
ed by Central Michigan with 46 1-2; Southern, 37 11-12; Eastern; 
Northern, 27; I llinois Normal,  22 11-12; and Western, 11. . 
Eastern did not win an event, but picked up enough second 
and third place finishes to offset 
this defiency. 
Top individual performances for 
the Panthers were turned in by 
Ray Fisher who took second in the 
shot put, Roger West with a sec­
ond in the discus, Chuck Matheny 
with a third in the mile, Winston 
B1own with a third in the 220 and 
a fourth in the 100- yard dash, and 
Jim Mitchell with a third in the 
two-mile run. 
Jim Podole�·-, Central Mich­
igan's great star, took top 
individual meet honors with 
four firsts and two seconds. 
He accounted for · 28 of his 
team's 46 1-2 points. 
Podoley won the 100-yard dash, 
220-yard dash, 220-yard low hur­
dles, and broad jump. He set a 
new meet record in the broad jump 
with a leap of 23' 7 1-2". 
Four McAndrew stadium rec­
ords fell during the meet. Clark 
of Illinois Normal tossed the shot 
put 47' to erase the old stadium 
n!ark of 46' 9" which was set by 
LaRose of Eastern in 1948. 
Root of Michigan Normal 
broke the record in the 120-
yard high hurdles by .1 of a 
second with ia dash of :15.2 
and Tschirhant, also of Mich­
igan Normal, set a new mark 
in the 880 with a time of 1 :56.2 
shattering the old mark of 
1:58. 
Michigan Normal's mile relay 
team broke the six year old stad­
ium record with a time of 3 :22.8. 
This time 'Was just .2 of a second 
off of the existing conference rec­
ord which, incidentally, was set by 
Michigan Normal. 
Diamondme;; men 
two at Northern 
COACH CLIFTON White's base-
ball team swept both ends of a 
double-header from Northern Fri­
day winning 10-9 and 13-4. The 
wins left Eastern with a 6-4 league 
murk and a 15-5 record for the 
season. 
The Panthers will close the sea­
son Friday afternoon at Lincoln 
field when they will play host to 
Western in a conference double­
header. 
In the first game at DeKalb, the 
Phnthers had to fight back after 
Nprthern had scored five runs in 
the first inning to chase Eastern 
starter Maurice Hemphill. Ken 
Ludwig came on in the first inning 
and pitched the rest of the way: 
for the win. -
Second baseman Tom Mc­
Devitt and first sacker Nelson 
McMullen etach had three hits 
in the slugfest. The Panthers 
collected 11 hits in all. 
Northern had 11 hits and com-. 
mitted three bobbles. 
Jack Kenny went all the way on 
the mound in the nightcap scat­
tering seven hits to gain the win. 
The Panthers pounded out ten hiJ;s 
in the game and erred twice. 
Kermit Radloff had three 
singles and a double to lead 
the Panther attack. 
Jesse 0r¥edahl caught the first 
game and Rudy Gonzales wa1s be­
hind the plate in the nightcap. 
The Hurons won four events PATRONIZE News Advertisers. 
and finished in the runner-up posi­
tion in four others to sweep to an­
other conference crown. The boys 
from Ypsi had. too much speed 
and depth for the other squads en­
tered in the meet. 
Golfers finish' last in 
conference golf meet 
WESTERN'S GOLF team won the 
conference championship by out­
scoring Central Michigan 605 to 
614. It was the third straight IIAC 
golf crown for Western. 
Eastern finished seventh in the 
meet. 
Crovetti of Western tied a meet 
record in the second round of play 
with a sparkling 66. He was medal­
ist of the meet with a three under 
par for the 36 holes. 
Teachers needed for California 
and other western states. Vac· 
ancies in beautiful towns and 
cities. Salaries $3700-$6000. Es· 
pecially need grade teachers. 
Also English, Spanish, Music, 
Commerce, Girls Phys. Ed., 
Home Ee., etc. 
Netmen 
Illinois Normal 
wins llAC crown 
I]_arling's tennis team to a 
piac.e finish in the conferencl 
Friday and Saturday at C 
dale. Illinois Normal won til6 
with Michigan Normal sec 
McDonald defeated Holco 
Illinois Normal in the final& 
number two singles to eme 
the conference champion.' He 
won his way to the finals witll 
·wins over Merriam of So 
and Green of Western. 
Tom Schreck def 
Pisopi of Southern in the n 
her one singles for Ea 
but lost to Purdy of II · 
Normal in the 
round of play. 
Phil Stuckey lost to B 
Michigan Normal in first 
play and Dirks lost to G 
Illinois Normal. 
Every man and d 
team that defeated 
COACH REX Darling's tennis team which took third at the llAC meet 
Friday and Saturday; 
went on to win the crown. 
The netmen finished the 
son with an 8-4-1 recol"llt 
the best in the history of 
srhool. 
The netmen finished the season with eight wins, four losses, 
and one tie. 
Panthers lose 
to Indiana State 
SCORING THREE runs in the 
sixth' inning and with the help 
of four Panther bobbles, Indiana 
State crushed Eastern last Wed­
nesday 7-4. 
The win avenged an earlier set­
back at the hands. of the Panthers. 
Previously Eastern trounced the 
Sycamores 11-4. 
On this day, however, Indiana 
State took advantage of a sixth 
inning swoon by the Panthers and 
tt:rned a tie game into a decisive 
win. 
A base on balls, a hit batter and 
(Continued on page 5) 
a gift packed with P/f � 
•. . packed with 02/'� 
packed with YB� 
Quick Tripper, $19.50 
Samsonite 
Men's Twosome 
DOTH FOR �N L! 44�.0 lax 
Teachers Specialists Bureau 
Boulder, Colorado Wh�n you pause ••• make it count •. � have a .. Coke In this trim, handsome team-luxuriously finished 
In a better-than-leather covering that lasts for years 
-a man can take a wardrobe-full of clothing for 
traveling weeks on endl 
Snyder's Jewelry Store 
DIAMONDS - WATCHES 
RINGS - SILVERWARE 
FOUNTAIN PENS-BILL FOLDS 
LILLIAN'S 
We've a new shipment of 
squaw dre�es for you-come 
in and see. 
LILLIAN'S 
921 Lincoln 
Phone 735 
1omeo UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
Mattoon Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc. 
Both are so. easy to pack-open flat! And Sam� 
1onite's special grip-fit handles take the "lugging" 
out of luggage. And best of all, you get both pieces 
for what. you'd expect to pay for Lust on�. piece o! such fine quality luggage. 
, COMES IN 
IADDL! TAN • NATURAL ALLIGATOR FIN!SH 
COLORADO BROWN • ADMIRAL BLUE 
NATURAL RAWHIDE FINISH 
�A// prices plu1 existing toxe1 
LIN DER'S 
"Horner on the Dorner" 
\ 
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·s spotlight . Speaking of sports . . .  
xon, Halsey keep Eastern's 
Jetes i n  top physica l  shape 
Hold annual I/AC 
spring meeting 
SPRING MEETING of the Inter-
state Intercollegiate Athletic 
conference at Carbondale Friday 
ruled on co:ri:f erence membership 
for three schools, eligibility, pro­
fessional contracts, and returning 
servicemen. 
Track; ten n is and golf teams 
make creditable confo showing 
\ 
by Bob Borich by Lyndon Wharton 
D ,MUSCLES, cuts; l acertion a nd cramps are the aiiments that 
set trainers Paul Maxon a nd Paul Ha lsey into action. 
EASTERN CAN wel l  be proud of its teams that competed'in the I nter­
col leg iate Athletic conference meet at Carbondale Friday and -
Saturday. Although the Panthers did not bring back a ny team cham­
pionships, they did make a very creditable showing. 
1lhe medical minded duo have been keeping Eastern's athletes 
shape a l l  year. Rubdowns a nd tapi ngs a re the usual duties 
lxperienced masseurs. · 
nior Paul Maxon has been top · trainer for past two years 
No action was taken on the 
membership for Loras college, 
Dubuque, Iowa; St. Ambrose col­
lege, Davenport, Iowa; or Lewis 
college, Lockport, Illinois, because, 
these schools did not make formal 
pditions for membership. 
I nexperience seemed to be the biggest fault with the Panthers 
in a l l  three meets. This was espcia l ly true with the golfers who being Eaiill;ern's regular 
ind wrestler. • 
'eotball season keeps us 
ely busy," explained 
"the gridders usually 
lktensive taping iand they 
y use up to 880 yards 
per week." 
lirovides the major train-
1nse with good tape cost-
1ut three dollars · a roll . •  
md rubbing alcohol also 
.e training room budget, 
nt trainer Halsey, who 
learning the ropes from 
will take over the top 
year. The sophomore 
has been working this 
1r the guidance of Maxon 
ieal first aid duties. Both 
work under the guidance 
es and Dr. Montm.ayor. 
baseball iand basketball 
require more rubdowns 
other sports," revealed 
"because· of the Y,ver-. 
of certain muscles. ' 
1ver we must be able to 
the more serious injuries 
owns would aggrav81te." 
1tmayor must be called in 
1tions," said Maxon. 
the practice sessions the 
take care of taping. Dur­
'ractice they are on the 
to take immediate care 
"1es. After practice they 
bandages, hot packs, 
aervice and antiseptics 
ded. · 
are required to have 
ground in anatomy or 
){axon is a phy·sical 'edu­
.jor and Halsey is a zoo-
1r. 
·.11ers are on call all day 
s. 
Advertisers. 
nsurance Agent and 
for All Kinds of ' Insur· 
Notary Public, 319  
Phone 2899. 
large orders early 
Special Rates 
r's Flower Shop 
Phone 1 907 
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Baseball  · . . .  
( Continued from page 4} 
a ·two base error were the events 
leading up to the catastrophe. A 
subsequent pair of single·s· punched 
a�ross the three runs with starter 
Bob Nippe being chased from the 
mound by the Sycamore's dirty 
wcrk. Kenny Ludwig finally re­
tired the side. 
a similar three run outburst in 
the first gave Indiana State a 
qufok three run lead. Eastern push­
ed across two markers in the sec­
ond to narr6w the margin. 
A final touch was added in the 
ninth by the Sycamores when two 
singles separated by two outs 
gave the winners an extra run. 
Bob Nippe was the losing pitcher 
and Cundiff was the winner. 
- I 
• 
\ 
I 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• \ ' 
• 
In action taken during the 
meeting the 1955 spring meet­
ing was awai:ded to Western 
along with the meets in the 
spring sports. The wrestling 
meet will also be held there in 
November. I 
The conference sportsmanship 
trophy was awarded to Eastern 
which received 14.59 of a possible 
1[. points. 
The IIAC also voted to play as 
many ·basketball games as possi­
ble on Friday and Saturday nights 
in the coming season with the 
schedule of Thursday and Saturday 
nights second choice. 
Clifton Hortin of Illinois Normal 
was reelected conference commis­
sioner. 
couldn't seem to do naything right 
and finished Ia11t in the meet. 
Coach O'Brien's track team was 
the biggest surprise for Eastern. 
Tne tracksters finished right be­
hind the three poweres of the meet, 
Michigan Normal, Central Michi­
gan, and Southern. , 
Most observers had expect� 
ed the Cindermen to finish 
near the bottom in the final 
standings. 
Eastern's tennis team received 
poor pairings in the tennis meet, 
but were still able to salvage a 
third place finish. Every man that 
ddeated an Eastern netman went 
on to win the division he was en­
tered in. 
• • • 
Rain fell nearly all morning Sat­
urday and for a while it loked as 
.thcugh the tennis meet might have 
/ 
Americres 
... 
to be postponed. Southern has no 
indoor courts and the matches 
would have had to
.
have been play­
ed the next day. 
However, the rain stopped 
and they were able to play all 
ma�ches Saturday; 
, While on the subject of tennis, 
f11.cnities for the sport at South­
ern were surprisingly poor. They 
h�ve only three courts which are 
anyway near playable and they 
were constructed just a few 
months ago. 
I checked and found out that 
they have a grand total of five 
courts for over 3500 students. 
SPRING SPORTS at Eastern will 
end Friday lifternoon when the 
baseball team will play host ,. to 
Western at Lincoln field. 
Knights of the Sky . . . 
TM Spartan Band that held the paa, 
The Knighu of Arthur'a train 
The Ught Brigade that charged the g111U, 
Acrou w battle plain 
Can claim no greater glory than 
The •dkated few 
Who wear the Wings of Silver 
• • •  on o field of Air Force Blue. 
� 
&MBLllM OP' TH& C:H081lN P'llW 
� 
For Fello�ship • • •  High Adventure • • • and � _Proud Mission • • •  
\ 
wear the wings of the U. S. Air Force! - UNITED · STATES 
In days gone by, young men in shining 
armor ruled the age. T-0day, a new kind of 
man rules the age-America's Knights of 
the Sky, the Air Force Pilots! They rule 
• from on high, in flashing silver-winged 
Air Force jets . . .  a gallant band that all 
America looks up to ! Like the Knights of 
old, they are few in number, but they 
represent their Nation's greatest strength. 
graduate as an Air Force Lieutenant earn­
ing $5,000 a year. Your silver wings will 
mark you as one of the chosen few who 
ride the skies in Air Force jets. 
As an Air Force pilot, your kingdom is 
space-a jet is your charger and your 
mission is the highest. You are a key 
defender of the American faith, with a 
guaranteed future both in military and 
commercial aviation. 
AIR FORCE r - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - � 
I AVIATION CADET, AFPTR-P-4 
If you are single, between the ages of 
19 and 26�. you can join this select flying 
team and serve with the finest. You will be 
l!:iven the be.st iet trainin�in the world, and 
Join America's Knights of the Sky, new 
menofanewage. BeanAviationCadet! For 
further information, fill out this coupon. 
I Headquarters, u.s.A.F., Waahlngton 25, D.C. 
I Please send me l'lformatlon on my 
· -'-
I opportllllltla as an Air Fo
rce pUot. 
: Name . • • • •  • • • • • • • •  • • •  , • •  , • • •  • • , • • . • • ,  .-• •  n n  
I Address • • • • • • •  • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  -. . ..  • • • •• • "  
I 
I Qty • • • • • • • •  • • • ••• • • • • • •  State . . . . .. . . . . . .... .. 
... 
Exhibit features senior work Ca rpenter receives 
business awa rd from· grades through college 
DOLORES CARPENTER received 
by Bob ljorich 
WITH ACCENT on the aesthetic the Senior Art show opened last 
Sunday in the Sargent gallery. Work on display is by senior art 
the Certificate of A ward from 
Journal of Business Education for 
ac.complishment in her worlc in the 
field of business education at East­
ern. majors and minors. . 
The se!lior show is one of the most beautifully arranged ex­
hibits that has been in the gallery. Bamboo screens which have been 
hung frorti the ceiling, lend the gallery a modern air and also pro-
vide extr A space for display pu rposes. · 
In addition to the Certificate of 
Award, she will receive a compli- · 
mentary subscription for one year 
to Journal of Business Education. 
This journal is a nationally recog- · 
nized professional periodical for 
teachers of business subjects in 
the high schools and colleges of 
the country. 
Students, whose work is on dis­
play, are Billy J. Deeter, Jacque­
line Olson, Ruth Bennett, Hannah 
Eads, Phyllis Hardy, Edward 
Brennan, Marjorie Weller, Ann 
Payan, Betty Newlin, J9anne Bon­
nett and Wilda Hoskins. 
The exhibit has been phm­
ned as a problem in display. 
The gallery gives a unified ef­
fect with subdued tones of 
black, white and tan >and a 
wall scheme of green and 
brown which serves as an ef­
fective background for the 
colorful work of the seniors. 
Arrangement of furniture and 
paintings, which is art itself, en­
hances the entire exhibit. The 
students have set up these furni­
ture groupings as they would ap­
pear in a home. Furniture was 
loaned by SchouteI1', Witmer, and 
M1!ler companie&· of Charleston. 
A ..feature of this year's display 
is work done by these seniors while 
they were children in elementary 
grades through high school. This 
exhibit includes sketches, bronze 
castings and paintings. These are 
displayed in the hall of the gallery. 
The main exhibit includes 
work done by the seniors 
through their four years of 
college. 
A variety of techniques and 
media are represented in the show. 
Oil, water,..:_ color and tempra 
pa1nting, pencil and ink drawings, 
and crafts are 'being s)lown. 
Also included in the show are 
black prints, enamel, jewelry, 
sculpture, silk screen, air brush, 
puppets, home planninl containers, 
posters and weaving. 
An alcove of the gallery has 
been planned as a patio where fur­
niture has been made by the stu­
dents. 
The gallery will be open until 
June 4. 
ACP-At Iowa State college light-
ning struck the Phi Kappa Psi 
fraternity heuse during initiation 
ceremonies. No one was hurt, but 
several new initiates undoubtedly 
were properly impressed. 
When you want a Haircut to 
Suit YOU come lo 
HENDERSON SHOP 
4th & Lincoln 
LINCOLN GLEANERS 
PICK-UP & DELIVERY 
7 1 0  Lincoln St. Phone 234 
If Your Car Needs It 
We Have It 
Edman Ma rathon 
Service · 
Sixth and Lincoln 
Charleston, Illinois 
WINTER'S 
LAUNDROMAT 
1 5 1 1 1 0th St. 
(South of Lincoln) , 
' 
WASHING, DRYING, DYEING 
I ndividually Washed and 
Dried 
Monday thru Saturday 
WE GIVE 1'J.«. GREEN STAMPS 
I 
English club elects 
Carolyn Miller president 
ENGLISH CLUB and Sigma Tau 
Delta concluded the year's acti­
v!ties with a picnic at Fox Ridge 
last Wednesday. Members of both 
organizations and faculty "'."ere 
present. 
Election . of officers was held 
following the meal. Carolyn Mil­
ler was elected president, Joe 
Wolfe was chosen vice president, 
and Wilma Briggs is secretary. 
Lou Willett, president of Sigma 
· Tau Delta, suggested that the 
presidencies of the two organiza­
tions be combined. This suggestion 
was defeated. Sigma Tau Delta 
will elect officers at a later meet­
ing. 
Miss Miller succeeds Clare 
Emmerich as president, and Wilma 
Briggs replaces Adeline Dougherty 
as secretary. 
PATRONIZE News Advertisers. 
A ward has been. made annually 
to the business student who stands 
highest in scholastic accomplish­
ment, interest in teaching as a 
· career, and attitude generally. 
Miss Carpenter, who attended high 
school at Shelbyville and will grad­
uate from Eastern this summer, 
has already accepted a teaching 
position with the Taylorville high 
school for the coming school year. 
Just recently she received the 
Pi Omega Pi award which goos an­
nually to the graduating senior 
voted outstanding by the mem­
bers of that honorary business 
education fraternity. 
She has held offices in both Pi 
Omega Pi and Business club. _She 
is currently editing "Bits from 
Bl.!Siness," a mimeographed pub­
lication which appears semi-an­
ni;ally for students and faculty ut 
Fresh Meats - Picnic Supplies 
Ba kery Goods - Ice Cream 
Mdse Always Fresh 
M Y E R S  G R O C E R Y 
7 1 2  LINCOLN PHONE 1 1 10 
Refresh Yourself With A • . •  
CONEY ISLAND 
HOT CHOCOLATE 
MAL TED. MILK 
af 
GREEN'S HOME MADE ICE CREAM 
608 6TH STREET CHARLESTON, ILL. 
P R O F E S S I O N A L  C A R D S  
SWICKARD CLINIC DR. W. B. TYM 
Clinton D. Swickard. M..D. 
I 
Mack W. Hollowell, M.D. 
Office Phone 375 
Residence Phones 770 • 403 
Office Hours : 2 to 6 p.m. 
7 to "9 p.m., Sat. Only 
Charleston, Illinois 
C. E. DUNCAN, M.D. 
Eye, Ear ,Nose and Throat 
Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted 
Hours by Appointment 
Office and Res. Phone 12 
803 Jackson Street 
DR. DEAN A. AMBRO!;JE 
OPTOMETRIST 
Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted 
Visual Training 
N. S. of Square Phone 340 
DR. EDWARD C. GATES 
DENTIST 
Huckl�berry Building 
5101Ai Sixth St. 
Phone 1305 
DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
· Phones: Off. 476; Res. 762 
G. B. DUDLEY, M.D. 
Office Hours, 1 :00 to 6 :00 
6111Ai Jackson Street 
DR. CHARLES SELLE'IT 
OPTOMETRIST 
Eyes Examined • Glasses Fitted 
Visual Training 
602 lA. 6th Phone 900 
DR. WARREN C. 
HUCKLEBERRY 
OPTOMETRIST 
Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted 
Lenses Duplicated 
Huckleberry Bldg. 
Phone Office 808 - Res. 1808 
J. T. BELTING 
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON 
Office 
Charleston Nat'l. Bank Bldg. 
Phone 
Office 88 Res. 418 
Most noble hou nd 
NAPOLEON RECEIVES rabies shot from Dr. H. J .  Hofacker. S 
and faculty gave money to "Nickels for Napoleon" fund 
for the shot. Money left over will be donated to hospital fu 
Sibley and Jo Ann Dickinson took the dog to the doctor. 
GIVE FATHER SOMETHING HE 
WILL REALLY APPRECIATE THIS YEAR, 
A PHOTOGRAPH MADE AT • . . 
Ryan 's Studio 
PHONE 598 
Charleston Federal Savings 
And Loan Associalioq 
Home Loans and Savings 
700 JACKSON STREET 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
F O R D  C O R N E R  
A ·  I U S E D O A R S 
'51 . PONTIAC CHIEFTON DELUXE, 4 Dr., 
Hydromatic, g reen,' one owner 
' •50 FORD CUSTOM, 8 cyl, 2 Dr., new paint, 
one owner 
'49 .FORD DELUXE, 8 cyl ., 2 Dr., l ight green, 
�ne owner 
'48 CHEVROLET STYLINE, 4 Dr., ma roon, 
Radio and Heater 
'47 FORD DELUXE, 8 cyl.,  2 Dr., blue, 
loca lly owned 
'46 PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE, 4 Dr., Gre 
very clean·  '-
Also have severa l older models 
'37-'46 from $50 to $200. 
McArthur MOtor Sa 
• 
"SINCE 1 920" 
llh and Madison 
Ch 
26, 
-
•r. 
AR, 
t 
�· 
PHONE 1 
g . 
)r., 
r paint, 
green, 
roon, 
e, 
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'Bye, ' Bye David David to leave 
Eastern Su nday 
Shorthand classes secon� prize winners 
l 
EAS�RN'S ESTEEMED "grad-
uate", David North, will bid 
adieu to Easj;ern · and the home 
mi.nagement house Sunday, May 
3r. 
His departure will bring to an 
end, at least until next year, the 
co11troversy that spread little 
David's name across the nation 
via newspaper and national maga­
zme publicity. 
THIRTY-FIVE members of two 
shorthand classes at Eastern will 
receive a trophy symbolizing their 
group accomplishment as second 
prize winners in the coll�giate 
d1vision of the 1953-1954 National 
Gregg Shorthand contest. 
Dr. James M. Thompson, head 
of the business education depart­
ment is instructor of the group. 
In addition to the trophy 
which is being sent to the 
business department. each of 
the student participants will 
agement house. 
· � A" 
___ _, .. ,..!.., '> . . .,,,. 
The wind that swept Eastern 
and David into the center of na­
tional publicity arose from state 
department of public welfare • 
which said that the child's person­
ality would be warped without a 
"father influence" during ' his first 
year. No legislation was rendered 
in the case. 
Twelve student mothers, four 
each quarter, 'have had the· respon­
sibility of feeding, bathing and 
caring for David. 
The child, who will be 11 months 
old next Sunday, the day of his 
departure, has been in residence 
at the home management house 
srnce October 19. 
David North, named after the 
north management house has been 
under the care of 12 foster 
mothers, who are home economics 
majors and Dr. Ruth Schmal­
hausen, director of the home man-
David's Chicago mother loaned 
the child to the college. Child 
p��rchologists maintain that it is 
11ot advisable to keep a child too 
long because it may become too 
attached to its present "family". 
Eastern is the only college in 
Illinois that has been able to ob­
tain a child for its home economics 
d1:partment. Plans are underway 
for obtaining a child next year ac­
cording to Dr. Sch1nalhausen. . 
SAYS goodby to Eastern, Dr. Ruth Schmal haus� and his 
e mothers. He leaves the campus �unday. 
G. I .  LOANS 
and 
F.H.A 
I HAVE FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR TEN HOMES THIS 
SEASON UNDER EITHER PROGROM 
* * * 
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY 
We extend an invitation 
to all Eastern students 
to take advantage of 
the services rendered 
* * ' * 
USE YOUR PLANS 
OR 
MY PLANS 
by the institution. 
DON TOOLEY 
Cha rleston Nationa I Ba n k  
223 - 7804 
Call For Appointment - No Obligation 
NEW LOWER 
�WILL 
s�'.:!.�nERS M•y 30-3 1 A:���:.:� June 
��ARLES�ON MOVIES 
IT SHOULD •.�• •  
I I Thu.s . .fn.·Sat._ June 345 
HAPPEN 
TO YOU 
WINNER OF 9 
ACADEMY AWARDS 
"THE BEST YEARS 
OF OUR LIVES" 
�LINC?u�-�
on. 
1 • 
May 30-3 1 
WALT DISNEY'S 
WONDERFUL 
ADVENT�RES OF 
"PINOCCHIO" 
IN TECHNICOLOR 
AIR 
CONDITIONED 
FOR 
YOUR 
COMFORT 
;i RIDlllG . SHOIGUll 
�· lV.j.lflf£'i·li.J·I 
� w........... nnnH" ..... ,. nos. PICTVll 
Fri.-Sat. June 4-5 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
"EYES OF TEXAS" 
- Plus -
"BIG BONANZA" 
. CHARLESTON DRIVE-IN_ •. -----.------� Sun.-Mon. May 30·3 1  Tues.-Wed. _ June 1 ·2 · 
.WILL ROGERS no 81fftR JANE WYMAN U'1 •u 
"THE STORY BROKE}1 
OF WILL ROGERS" iN'"JoHNSDNGe-�  
c AR)ooN c AiN•VAL VISIT OUR SNACKBAR 
Fri.-Sat. June 4-5 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
" I "RAECHEL AND THE 
STRANGER" 
- PLUS -
"Willie & Joe Back 
At The Fronf' 
THURSDAY IS "BUCKNITE" .... TARZAN'S PERIL" 
be presented with a new 
Esterbrook fountain pen, es­
pecially equipped with the 
Gregg shorthand point and 
with the name of the student 
imprinted on the pen. 
Na mes of ail winners are to be 
published�n a full page announce­
ment in the June issue of Today's 
Secretary, a nationally recognized 
professional periodical for secre­
taries, students and teachers. 
Dr.' Thompson's classes of 1952-
1953 were also winners of the 
award. 
PATRONIZE News Advertisers. 
T A X  I 
C A L L  
2 4 9  
ETNIRE TAXI 
Stand-6th arid Monroe 
Office and Waiting Room 
4 1 5  7th 
SERVICE PLUS 
Bob Etnire, '41 
15,000 cycles of 
High Fidelity 
record listening 
perfection! 
VV E B C O R  
• 
� 
AUTOMATI C 
F O N O G RAF 
Only the original liv� 
performance hardly 
surpasses this amazing 
Webcor Musicale 
Fonograf in true-to-life realism. 
Three glorious 
speakers, a five-watt 
amplifier plus a famous 
. G . E. magnetic · 
cartridge combine to 
give you record 
listening . • .  perfection. 
This fabulous 
Musicale Fonograf 
:t>lays all-speed records 
(with the optional 
45-rpm adapter) up to 
four hours 
automatically . . •  then 
stops when the last 
record has played. 
Choose from 
magnificent, hand 
rubbed cabinet, either 
blond Korina or mahogan�, ... -$1 49 .50 
"- -n in 
Saturday Bwni"6 Poll 
MYERS STUDIO 
AND 
CAMERA SHOP 
61 1 Sixth Street 
Page Eight 
Socials • • 
Pinning 
• 
MISS JO Anne Johnson recently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speec1' 
major from Springfield, is a meml 
her of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. · 
Marriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were married 
l�st Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. · 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta . Zeta sorority. Mr. 
younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Univer-
sities." 
· 
Summer quarter 
begins June 14 
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tered will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
Ed ito rs receive 
· Meda I of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Founders Day banquet Last week. 
Medal of Merit is awarded to 
st udents who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
p�esident of Eastern's chapter of 
tbe fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc·urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was elected vice­
president; Dr. Francis W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary ; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
grads from· finp1ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
from final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra­
tive necessity. Grades must be 
turned in before ex.ams in order 
to bring records of June graduates 
up to date. 
Seniors who will graduate at the 
end of summer school or next fall 1 
are not excused from finals. 
Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winne�s and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
hies in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
s�. ort story division; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou ·wn­
�tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Blverly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
an anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given thi s  
y£;ar, this money will b e  turned 
back into the fund. 
Judges for thiii year's 'contest 
were Miss Chenault Kelly, Dr. 
KE!vin Guinagh and Dr. Vernon 
Anderson. 
Winning entries and honorable 
mention are printed in Literary 
Supplement to the News. 
Ca m pus fe l lowsh ip 
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received. his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University _of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at.the conference. ,,.,. 
Those- attending the conference 
from Eastern1were: Wilma Briggs, Dorothy H1rschelman, J a n  e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins1 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
DAVID BROWN was electe4 
dent of Math club for next 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recentlJ',i 
officers are Donald Bro 
president and Dorothy 
secretary. 
Entertainment was 
Jesse Orvedahl and 
dog. 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is a 
at Fox Ridge last night as 
meeting ot the year. 
David Offner, from the 
siaff of the University of 
was the speaker for the e 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of l 
Fellowship meeting, May 
MEMBER · EASTERN BOOSTERS CLUB 
W O L F F '  
Famous For Fine Food 
NORTH SIDE SQUAREr
_,.. 
Todays CH ESTER FI ELD is the 
Best Ciga rette Ever Made I 
. •ches'terflelds ofor Me I" 
, � � � Ne�;�;i.:�ss 
I 
The cigarette that gives you proof of high­
est quality - low nicotine . .  ·. the taste you 
want - the mildness you want. 
#i 
TASTE and 
MI LDN ESS 
7Mt�ft 
MILLIONS 
•chesterfields ofor M·e I" 
"Thirty years' scientific research goes into 
this. cigarette. I've seen Chesterfield's 
research laboratories and I've seen how 
they're made! I wouldn't smoke any other 
'cigarette but Chesterfield!" � Starring in Poramount's 
"CASANOVA'S BIG NIGHT" 
Color by Technicolor 
•ches'terflelds ofor Me 1• 
� � c��'::�. 
. ' .)J'" ' '--.-� . " . x�®.'J.: :-:- · ::... · . :,� ;� 
Largest Selling Cigarette 
in America's Colleges 
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Eastern State News 
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid" 
----·-·--- - ·- ., __ 
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE, CHARL
,
ESTON, ILL. WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 1964 
Second music camp b_egins. Monday 
' . 
Set 175-pint goal 
for blood drive 
1 36 h igh  school students register 
for f i rst week of chorus work · 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
·campus Frid.ay, acording to Mrs. 
EASTERN'S SECOND annual music camp, di rected by . Dr. Leo J .  
Dvorak of Eastern's music department, got u nder way with 
the �istration. of 1 36 chorus students at Douglas, Lincoln and Pem­
berton hal ls Sunday afternoon and a get-together-pa rty Sunday 
Bryan Heise, chairman of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty and townspeopl• may do­
nate blood between the hours of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasium . .  
evening in the student lounge. · 
The remainder of the week wil l  be spent in group rehearsals 
Quota has been set at 176' pints. · 
The goal for each visit is based 
on anticipated blood needs. 
� ... :6.-l�a. .Jll�ft'l�:I'� 
Gabbard · calls play 
UJlQUfs toda v: 
and planned recreationol activities, 
culminating Sunday afternoon at 
3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
in the big tent which has been 
erected in the wooded area east of 
the Annex. 
l / TERll R Y  S fJ PPl EM EN T 
Eastern State News 
Dedication 
Literary supplement is dedicated 
to the memory of Dr. Howard De· 
Forest Widger, former head of the 
English department. Dr. Widger, who 
was a member of Eastern's faculty for 
41 years, died December 23, 1 953. 
In this supplement is printed a 
speech made in honor of Dr. Widger . 
by Dr: Eugene Waffle at an AAUP 
dinner for retiring members of the 
college staff last spring. Dr. Waffle 
succeeds Dr. Widger as head of the 
English department. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 1 954 
Dr. Howard Deforest Widger 
E and seven years ago when I came to Eastern a green youngster, some 
pie made me feel l i ke an outlander on tria l .  Not Dr. Widger. In those 
leacher's office was his portfolio a nd getting acquainted with the other 
rs of the staff was difficult. But Dr. Widger saw to it that we got ac-
. ' 
knew from the start he was my friend. When there was a difficult l ine of 
to Interpret or a buzzing sen­
ilnalyze, my friend was there 
me. Al l through the years it 
n the same; I could count un­
on his scholarship, on his 
s as a teacher, on his wisdom 
me in time of need. And so 
entire institution profited d u r­
. Widger's forty-one years of 
1ager has contributed services 
lie relations that cannot be 
so great a re they. He has 
dreds of commencement 
itute speeches over the entire 
of I l l inois. To hundreds of 
leople the name Widger means 
and means quality. 
of my periods of closest 
1tion with Dr. Widger was 
year 1928-1 929, when he 
principal of the Eastern 
. high Khool. He has a deli· 
feeling for that fine line be­
liberty and discipline 
·ery top administrator has. 
s a bri l l iant record as a 
and as head of the Engl ish 
nt. The high state of morale 
in the · department is the 
result of his kindness, loyalty, under­
sta nding and leadership. Every mem­
ber of our department is a devoted 
and loyal friend of Dr. Widger. 
. Yea rs ago I heard a number of Dr. 
Widger's commencement speeches. 
They were not the usual string of 
platitudes in commonplace language 
one hea rs so frequently on graduation 
day. They contained the seemingly 
antithetical qual ities of the practical 
and l iterary. They were phrased i n  
sentences rhythmical, fresh, clean, 
and lucid. 
Few of U_!. ..who heard it can 
forget Dr. · Widger's speech on 
Honors Day, 1 948. He dislikes 
aristocrats, but there is one type 
he likes-the intellectual aristo· 
crat. Don't misunderstand. He 
doesn't like mental snobs. He 
likes people who love learning 
for its own sake. Many who 
heard that speech found a new 
meaning in culture and a new 
enthusiasm for their special 
fields. 
When public reading had fal len 
into neglect, Dr.  Widger gave it  new 
l ife, not only on our own campus but 
on the campuses of many a nother i n­
stitution in the state. The first real 
interest of many of us in the Barrack 
Room Ballads came with Dr. Widger's 
superb reading of "Gunga Din," "Fuz­
zy-Wuzzy," the first class fightin' man, 
"Danny Deever," and "Boots." Who 
ca n forget the Tinker of Tom, who 
caught the devil a nd put him in his 
budget? 
H aving the native I rish wit and 
humor, Dr. Widger caught the humor 
of Shamus McManus with a l l  its na­
tural ness. He ca ught too the vital ity 
and march of Kipli ng's l i nes because 
he wasn't afraid to emphasize their 
rhythm in a day when it was becom­
ing fashionable to read poetry as one 
would prose. 
In spite of the fact he is a busy 
man, Dr. Widger has always ac· 
cepted more than his share of 
committee work. He was for sev· 
eral years a member of the pe .... 
sonnel and salary committee, do­
ing valuable pioneer work. 
He was one of the first and most 
distinguished presidents of our chap­
ter of the American Association of 
University Professors. He put the pro­
gramme of that organization on a high 
level. No bickering, no gripes, no 
self-seeking. At once the purpose of 
the chapter became the improvement 
(Continued on page 13) 
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d Both the daily sessions and 'the e concert a.re open to visits of East-out em's summer students. This week's a�- instruction iis under the direction ,t .  e of Mr. Western Noble of Luther 
' m college. 
·ad- Since more girls than boys al'.e 
·w's registered for the week, the girls 
:ab- ar·e staying at both Douglas and 
two Lincoln halls where the facilities 
nen are greater, while the boyis are at 
1 to Pemberton hall. This same proce­dure will be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
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As this year's applications for 
admission were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected. Second session begins Sun­
day, June 27. 
Three-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WEEK.S elementary sci-
ence �orkshop opened Monday. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for �ach­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives1 and philosophy of e"ie­
mentary science teaching will be 
stressed, according to Dr� Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lqcally is to make the 
course practical and usable to 
area teachers. 
Much of the work is in the form 
of experiments, which teachers 
perform themselves. 
.can fol k  art · 
>n and Mary Lutz pause during an art 
l "Columbia." · 
' 
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Pa_se Eight . 
Socials • • 
Pinning 
• 
MISS JO Anne Johnson �ecently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speecl� 
major from Springfield, is a mem• 
her of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
· 
Marriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were married 
fast Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. · 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta Zeta sorority. Mr. 
Younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Univer-
sities." 
· 
Summer quarter 
begins June 14  
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tered will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
Editors receive 
Meda I of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Founders Day banquet last week. 
' Medal of Merit is awarded to 
students who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan wa.s re-elected 
)\l"!"esident of Eastern's chapter of 
the fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc-urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was elected vice­
president; Dr. Francis W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads from·  finpls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
from final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra-
ti- � ' � 
turn• 
to bi 
up � 
Se 
end 
are j PAGE TWO 
Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tries in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
short story division; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou ·wn­
�tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Bc.verly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Campus fellowship 
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received. his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University _of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at_ the conference. 
Those ittending the conference 
from Eastern)were: Wilma Briggs, 
Dorothy H1rschelman, J a n e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins� 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
DAVID BROWN was elect 
dent of Math club for ne 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recenti11 
officers are Donald Broug 
president and Dorothy 
secretary. 
Entertainment 
Jesse Orvedahl 
dog. 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is a 
at Fox Ridge last night as 
meeting o:(. the year. 
David Offner, from the 
staff of the University of 
was the speaker for the 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of 1 
Fellowship meeting, May 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 · dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
a.n anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
yE:ar, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
MEMBER EASTERN BOOSTERS CLU 
W O L F F '  
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 
Sllort Story 
The Doomed Stand Yielded 
Toda� 
Be� 
by Donn Kelsey 
(First Prize) 
HE ONCE remarked that we were the doomed generation. Maybe we are. Then, 
I wondered-
- with the wind comes the 
softly at first; then the an 
heavens cry loudly and rain 
upon the ground. With the 
ing of the rain, the light in 
clearing is· gone and blac 
comes again. Blackness and 
. "Chesterfields 
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H e  is a lone i n  the low dank cave. With the long fingers of night a nd the 
misshapen form of fear crouching on its haunches further back within the raven 
recesses of what is now his world . Alone, and each l ittle sou nd that comes from 
without is a noice magnified. And fear, its eyes pi npoints of red, moves closer. 
Closer. Closer. · 
Oh, God, God ! He locks his teeth 
on the soft flesh of his hand, wanting 
to feel pain, to scream, to leap wildly 
a bout, a nythi ng to break the shroud­
l ike si lence that has settled over his 
shoulders. Time no longer passes; it 
stands immobile, · as though waiting 
for something. 
How long had it been since he 
had been separated from the 
company and they had pulled off 
without him? How long since he 
had heard the enemy patrol and 
crawled into the comparative 
safety of the cave, glad for a 
place to hide. 
Safety? A place to hide? He tries 
to l augh, but it is a thick, twisted gur­
gle that echoes in the hollow silence. 
Outside, the sharpened talons of quick 
death. Here, the blunt fingers of fear 
that ca ress his spine a nd tear away 
the covering. Who ca n see me here? 
I'm alone. I can see myself, a nd that's 
worse! 
Outside, in the hot maze that is 
the j ungle, a branch crashes from 
somewhere h igh up to the g round. 
The sound ha ngs suspended for a long 
breathless moment; then it creeps for­
ward l i ke a whisper to echo away 
into nothingness. 
He tastes blood and tiny 
prickles of pain pass up his arm; 
he bites down harder and soon 
this is gone. And now it is quiet 
again, a world dying with a sun 
that limps tiredly into the west 
to crumple onto a couch of black· 
ened clouds. 
Between his legs, beneath his hand, 
the al ien hardness of the gu n .  Even 
now, his only protection, it is foreign 
to his touch, but it is cool a nd he 
presses it against his fl ushed face. 
He closes his eyes a nd fi nds only 
more blackness a nd shame washes 
over him, smothering for a time the 
gnawing hunger of fright. Was this 
how the others would take it? 
Wou ld they cringe here in the hot, 
About the author 
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wet bl ackness, wanting to move, 
scared too? Why can't I be like the 
others? Again the wea kness known 
from chi ldhood passes over him. Why 
can't I be like the others? Again he is 
the kid. 
"Come on, chicken, put 'em up." 
He pushed off their a rms a nd +urn­
ed away. "I'm not going to fight you." 
''You ain't gettin' off that easy. 
You're a coward to fight, you're 
yellow." The older boy's fist shot 
out and into his side, ,knocking 
him off balance into the dirt of 
the road. He lay there for a long 
time, until the hurt in his body 
had gone. 
"I'm not going to fight you, Gene. 
J ust let me a lone, so I ca n get home." 
He started to rise, but the other's foot 
caught him i n  the chin, sent him reel­
i ng again, his mouth f i l l ing with dust. 
A tiny l ine of red pushed through his 
clenched teeth. The other . boy stood 
over him, his foot raised again, but 
he was thrown off ba lance when the 
smal ler boy rol led hard against his 
other leg. 
He ra n faster than he ever had, 
tears f i l l ing his eyes, knowing that 
running wouldn't help. If he got away 
from them today, i'- would be the 
same tomorrow. And tomorrow it 
would be worse. . Running, a l ways 
running.  
The wind outside in that other 
world has risen, whipping and 
snapping the tops of trees that 
moan and sigh in invitation. And 
memories­
" I made it again, mom. 
straight year on the honor team. 
puts me in l i ne· for the schola 
"That's wonderful, son. Your 
a nd I are real proud of you. Aren 
Sam?" · 
His father looked out from 
hind the paper, his mouth set 
a thin line. "Sure, son. How a 
the squad next year, did 
make it?" 
"No, dad, I didn't try out this 
I have to keep up my gra 
year to keep the scholarship 
gured there wouldn't be any 
time for the squad. Probably w 
have made it anyway. Footbel 
my game." 
''Just what is?" His father't 
was hurt a nd ti nged with sa 
"But don't you worry about the 
son. J ust keep up those gra 
real nice to tell the fellows 
son made straight A's this term 
they tel l  me how Hal  won the 
by si nking that l ast basket or 
Tony capped the game with th 
end ru n. It  ma kes me real 
say my son's a brai n." 
"Sam!" His mother shot 
father an angry glance. 
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Eastern State News 
and the fel lows. You helped 
:e me what I am. Don't blame 
for a l l  of it. · Good 
1t, Morn." 
And in his room, Jay threw 
1self on the bed. "I'm sorry, 
llld, I'm sorry." And far back in 
' mind, where he had always 
1ed it-"I wonder what a real 
is like-" 
is still raining, but now it is a trring sound that reaches into 
e. And l ike smoke l i ngering 
the ground before a storm, the 
>ries hover over him-
short bul letin tacked to the 
d read: 
en-Susan· Bryllton 
1n Jose-Jay Ceraven 
millo-Pat Stone . . .  
Miss Winden, sponsor of the 
1r-book, made the short an-
1ncement before the special 
ing of the staff. ''The editor 
year will be Jay Ceraven; 
iness manager, Jerry Baxted • • •  
coach of the footbal l  squad 
d him on the back and laughed 
1acco breath into his face. 
1111 make a good ma nager, Jay. 
bad about the tea m though. 
1ys a bridesmaid, never a bride." 
he laughed some more . . .  
l iked working th�re in  the drug 
He met people and slowly emer-
from his self-i nflicted scholastic 
'Gosh, you were lucky, Jay, 
19 to take Karen to the 
" There were dozens in line 
'ind you • • .  " 
intendent Jacobs made the 
ncem.ent speech, l ike al l  com-
1ent speeches. And he finish-
1And to Jay Ceraven, class presi­
lhis year, goes the scholarship 
by his excel lent grades and 
the pol l · representing the 
staff and student body. Con-
1trons, Jay . . . 
man in charge of enl istments 
ry neat in his crisp, starched 
"You pl ayed it smart, kid. 
19, I mean. We'd have got you 
or later . . .  
under al l-I'l l show him, 1.'1 1 
him-
stares straight out the 
of the cave, seeing noth· 
seeing too much inside. And 
uch sound that comes from 
there stiffens his body and 
his attention back to the 
and darkness and fea r . . 
nly he pulls off his heavy 
and the thick socks. And the 
is cool and damp to his feet, 
beach where they had l ived 
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid" 
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Second music comp b.egins: Monday 
Set 175-pint goal 
for blood drive 
1 36 high school st�dents register 
for first week of chorus work · 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
1 campus Frid.ay, acording to Mrs. 
Bryan Heise, chairman of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty and townspeoph• may do­
nate blood between the hours of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasium. . 
EASTERN'S SECOND annual  music camp, di rected by . Dr. Leo J.  
Dvorak of Eastern's music depa rtment, got under way with 
the �istration of 1 36 chorus students at Douglas, Li ncol n and Pem­
berton hal ls Sunday afternoon and a get-together-party Sunday 
evening i n  the student lounge. · 
The remainder of the week wil l  be spent in group rehearsals 
Quota has been set at 175' pints. · 
The goal for each visit is based 
on anticipated blood needs. 
Gabbard · calls play 
cv_ouis to_da.v_,,__ 
and planned recreationol activities, 
culminating Sunday afternoon at 
3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
in the big tent which has been 
erected in the wooded area east of 
the Annex. 
o ... _ .. n. .,..:l'_-1.lU;.-.o.� 1!4.n-�:t_. 
the past few years. He stretches his 
legs out before him, the muscles 
strai n i ng out of cra mp. And the beach 
aga in, and Karen-
They lay tightly together, bodies 
sti l l  wet, whi l e  above them the moon 
arched itself proudly and skimmed 
along the edge of the low-ban ked 
clouds. It was the night,· the last one. 
"Karen, you aren't sorry, about us 
and a l l?" 
"No, Jay. I guess it had to happen." 
"I wouldn't hurt you. You know 
that." 
"It's okay. It happens l ike this when 
someone's going away." 
"But why am I going away? Why, 
Karen?" And it began then, the fears 
and doubts. "I'm scared, Karen, I 
guess maybe I'm chicken. I don't 
know. I'm going into the army, they'l l  
stick a g u n  in  my ha nds and say, Ki l l ,  
soldier, o r  get it yourself. 
''Why me, though? Why can't 
I finish college and go out some­
where and teach like I've -always 
wanted? I can't kill anyone, it 
isn't in me. I'm not built that way. 
I don't know, I don't know." 
"Worrying can't help, Jay, but I ' l l  
be waiting here. Maybe that wi l l ,  a 
l ittle." 
"And that, this thing we've done, 
it isn't right, not yet. I've made you a 
II -. 
"Don't say it, don't even th ink it. 
Sure, maybe it's true. But they can't 
take this." 
"I'm not what you think, 
Karen, not underneath. You're 
thinking you'll be proud of me, 
aren't you, later, I mean. Yeah, 
we put on lots of front, big men 
now, but where you can't see it 
it's all different. 
'We don't want to ki l l ,  but we 
don't, can't let it show for a minute. 
We wou ldn't be a ble to ca l l  ourselves 
men if it showed through. Somebody 
might see it. And the colossal male 
ego can't stand that. I guess I love 
you, Karen . . .  " 
"You do, Jay, and noth ing else is 
important now."_ 
" . . . and tfl come back . . 
"Not if, Jay, when! It has to be 
when !" 
He smiled a sad l ittle smile. "Sure, 
kid, sure. When I come back we'll  be 
married." 
And they watohed as the moon fel I 
into the sea. 
Karen, Karen, Karen-
The rain has stopped now and 
the silence comes again, broken 
only by his muffled sobs and the 
soft plop-plopping of rain from 
trees that kneel like sh rouded 
PAGE THREE 
mourners. And he remembered 
her last letter and its broken 
promises. Karen! Had it really 
meant so little? 
A l ittle noise. And suddenly the 
blood ceases flowing through his · 
crouched body a nd his heart smashes 
hard into the back of his throat, chok­
ing him. I n  the picture-frame mouth 
of the cave, appears the head and 
shou lders of a man, inching his way 
slowly forward, TOWARD HIM! 
And now the wc:ills are roaring 
gratingly i nward, beads of perspira­
tion l ine themselves along the ridge 
of his forehead, and fear springs upon 
him, pinni ng his arms to his sides, 
freezing his muscles. TOWARD HIM! 
. Karen, the coach, Don Jose, Dad, 
Karen, Karen, dad, dad-
And then, as suddenly as it 
had come, fear begins to recede, 
as the more consuming demands 
of self-preservation make them· 
selves felt, driving away the be­
wilderment and hesitation. 
As he watches a l most hypnotica l ly, 
the figure creeps back into the bowel s  
of the cave where h e  l ies in wait, 
hand grippi ng tightly the handle of 
the icy bayonet, a smal l  u rgent voice 
beginning far back in him, a voice 
that rises a nd niuti pl ies, spl its and re­
unites, louder and louder-ki l l ,  ki l l ,  
Ki l l ,  KI LL, KI LL, KILL!  
I t  i s  over now and he l ies for what 
seems l ike an eternity, his body 
pressed down onto the man who lies 
beneath, his knife buried in the in­
vader's stom ach, twisting it, pushing 
it ever deepr, wanting to appease the 
siren-like voices that make their in­
sistent demands on him. Then come 
the tears, hot a nd wet, bathing his 
face and hands. There is a wetness 
spreading over his chest and his hand 
comes away sticky with the other's 
blood. 
· 
Time passes and he · doesn't 
remember how long he has lain 
there, pressed close to the man's 
body, feeling it slowly harden 
and grow cold to his touch. He 
reaches for the other's face; it is 
smooth and young, its mouth 
. open in fatal surprise. 
Th is cou ld have been me, he tries 
to yel l ,  me, me. He was l i ke me, 
young and scared, looking for a pl ace 
to hide, from me, l i ke I was hiding 
from him. But I got him first. Ki l l  or 
be kil led, laws of the animals. That's 
what we are now, animals that l ive to 
ki l l  those that would ki l l  us. 
Thoughts of his pre-war dream 
come in over him, his dreams of teach­
ing, but they had taken that a nd 
given i n  its stead a rifle, told him to 
� 
,
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Since more girls than boys are 
registered for the week, th� girls 
are staying at both Douglas and 
Lincoln halls where the facilities 
are greater, while the boys are at 
Pemberton hall. This same proce­
dure will . be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
camp. 
As this year's applications for 
admi<ssion were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected. Second session begins Sun­
day, Jun'e 27. 
Th ree-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WEEKS elementary sci­
ence ,:workshop opened Monday. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
. science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for �ach­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives, and philosophy of ele­
mentary science teaching will be 
,gtressed, according to Dr.' Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials ·are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lqcally is to make the 
course practical .and usable to 
area teachers. 
Much of the work is in the form 
of experiments, which teachers 
perform themselves. 
ca n fol k  a rt  · 
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Socials • • • 
Pinning 
MISS JO Anne Johnson recently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speec1' 
major from Springfield, is a mem-l 
her of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. · 
Ma rriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were married 
kst Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. · 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta . Zeta sorority. Mr. 
younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Univer-
sities." 
· 
Summer quarter 
begins June 14  
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tE'red will register after 9 :30. 
Classes begin June 15. 
Editors receive 
· Medal of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Founders Day banquet last week. ' Medal of Merit is awarded to 
students who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
Jil"!"tsident of Eastern's chapter of 
tbe fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc-urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was elected vice­
president; Dr. Francis W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads from· fin91ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
from final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra-
tive · - • ' 
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Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tries in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
s}, ort story division ; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou ' Wil­
}{,tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Blverly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay ; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
1m anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
ye:ar, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
T"'A..-..,..._ ,f!,..._ 4-�;.,. 'IY'nn .... 'eo nnT\+no.f 
Cam pus fel lowsh i p  
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University' of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at .the conference. 
Those-ittending the conference 
from Eastern_,were: Wilma Briggs, 
Dorothy H1rschelman, J a n e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins, 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campu,s Fellowship held a picnic 
DAVID BROWN was electe4 
dent of Math club for next 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recently� 
officers are Donald Brough, 
president and Dorothy B 
secretary. 
Entertainment was provi 
Jesse Orvedahl and his ' 
dog. 
· 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is ad 
at Fox Ridge last night as t 
meeting o:(. the year. 
David Offner, from the 
staff of the University of 
was the speaker for the ev 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of I '  
Fellowship meeting, May 2 
MEMBER EASTERN BOOSTERS CLUB 
W O L F F '  
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own kind a nd stand l aughing. I 
what they want, this cal lousne 
Gone is the boy to whom bl 
was frightening, death appal lin 
future everything. The future? 
Toda� 
Be� 
ki l l ,  t o  ki l l  again a n d  again until soon 
it became habit, something done 
without th inking or caring. God, God, 
why twist our l ives this way? Why do 
you ta ke our manhood? What kind 
of God are you? What plans for us? 
What end but death? 
And then the words of Father 
Corcorhan. We walk by faith, my 
sons; and thus see God. He works 
in a mysterious way, His wonders 
to perform. We must believe and 
then we shall walk with Him. 
101C1ng in the stinging needles 
that fill his palm and fingers, the 
knowledge that life is stil l  there. 
And with the first hesitant steps 
of gold into the cave, he sees 
them coming, and fear is gone. 
The sma l l  group of dirty men 
creeps slowly through the brush, look­
i ng l i ke frightened animals as they 
move toward him. He is u nseen as 
yet, a nd he watches absorbedly as 
they inch themselves forward, bodies 
bent in mid-section, eyes darting 
a round them, mouths opened wide. 
They are scared too! 
is it? There is no future now, 
more ki l l ing and a decaying of 
which was good. Disgust fills 
mouth a nd throat, a thick dry dust 
self-loathing. 
They would send him home If. 
terwards to piece together the 
shattered ends of his life, the 
broken dream, the torn threads. 
What sort of life can he build Oft 
foundations so weak. What call 
he teach? Killing? That is now 
his field. And he has learnlll 
well. "Happy, Dad? Are 
•chest:erfields 
' go �,;� I 
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H e  raises himself off the body· 
beneath him a nd sits motionless un­
til the breath again comes in even 
regularity. What was right? He looks 
out into the darkened night a nd the 
golden patch of the clearing. 
The jungle moans and whispers in 
the heavy sti l l ness. It is fu l l  of noises, 
a l l  undistinguishable, yet each a lone 
a pure clear sound, blended subtly 
into one compell ing maze of denun­
ciations a nd reprisa ls. 
We are like a jungle, he thinks, 
full of those same noises and 
voices, heeding one, flying to 
another, trying to choose the 
right one. Yet the jungle is dark, 
the voices are hidden deep in 
oblivion and silent eyes watch 
our every move. How can we 
choose the right one for us? We 
are only mortal . . • 
And for a while he wil l  sleep. 
When he opens his eyes again, the 
first timid fingers of the dawn are 
clasping the dark bank of douds that 
tumble over the clearing. His hand is 
frozen to the g u n  and his arm is 
numb. 
He gently pries it loose, re-
And then the feeling of being a l ive 
is stronger. The need to ki l l ,  to take 
a l ife, to shed blood is upon him. He 
crawls to the mouth of the cave a nd 
emerges standing before them, the 
soldier out of the mi l itant Mother 
Womb. The gun leaps and jerks in 
his hands as the men i n  the clearing 
spin in their si l ly dance before col­
lapsing in loose heaps. 
He hears someone laughing, a 
crazy, ugly laugh, from far off, 
and realizes it is his own. Like a 
dam bursting, the feeling of 
power surges over him, washing 
his soul clean of fears and doubt. 
He throws his head backward 
and yells savagely, "Look at me, 
Dad. Now I'm like they are. Is 
this what you wanted? Is this 
what you wanted?" 
And then once more, for the l ast 
time, he can see himself as he is, and 
the gun drops at h is feet. Again the 
kid with a dream, and the tears be­
gin to fa l l  as he wal ks toward the men 
whose l ives he has taken. This am I, 
this robot who can take one of his 
The White Man 
by Joan Findley 
(Honorable Mention) 
IT'S A very hard thi ng to explain,  having seven sisters a nd sti l l  being very l onely. 
Seven playmates and nothing to do but swing on a crazy iron. gate a l l  
afternoon. Tune put her feet in between the i ron bars-why couldn't they be 
wider? They a lways hurt her feet when she wanted to swing on the gate. 
But those rails made the most beautiful clattering noise when Tune dragged 
a stick by them. The bl ack i ron fence with its speared tops left tiny chips of 
black paint on her ha nds, but no mat­
ter how hot the weather, the fence 
was always cool, and nice to swi ng 
on in the summertime. 
Tune was seven, but her neat 
brown wavy hair, her clear dark eyes, 
a nd intel l igent face gave her the a p­
pea rance of being a l ittle older. Her 
real name was Alta Mae, but her 
father had nicknamed her Tune when 
she was sti l l  a baby. She could not 
remember why. 
Tune looked around her. The 
day was warm, but not hot, and 
she watched as a light breeze 
brushed against the Lily-of-the­
.Valley near the house. Little tiny 
white bells, thars what they 
were. What a pit)' God did not 
make them ring. The fairies could 
probably hear them ring-that 
was what she had told little Dit 
one time. 
happy now?" 
He walks on, head down, sta 
at the drying splotches of red on 
hard brown earth. Red rain and 
is bathed in it. He doesn't see the 
i ng man behind him rise on one a 
face twisted in pai n. Nor does he 
the bul let that crashes i nto the 
of h is head before he pitches forw 
That's how we found · him later. 
Afterward he was awa rded a m 
of valor and as we had been pa 
asked · to be the one to deliver it 
his folks. They both tha nked 
showed me a good time. His ma · 
a lot; I guess they a lway� do. His 
seemed real proud; he kept polis 
the medal on his coat sleeve and 
ing, ''Wait'll the fel lows see this." 
was real proud! I guess you sh 
him, Jay. He was real proud. 
He once remarked that we 
the doomed generation. Yeah, m 
Dit was Tune's baby sister, four 
tiny. Tune chuckled just to thin� 
her. She could a lmost see the s 
of white hair, the blue eyes, the 
l ion tiny freckles, a nd the per 
forefinger in the mouth. Dit ha 
nice name too-Ruth Diane; but 
fitted her better than a nything, 
a lways fol lowed Tune around l ike 
l ittle puppy, and it was a hard th• 
to lose her. 
Little Dit asked everybody a mill 
questions; every sentence she utt 
ended in a question mark. She c 
n't even tal k  plainly yet. She alw 
said "sore" for four when you as 
her how -old she was, and words 
boil · a nd oil a lways came out " 
there's noi 
noon, ma) 
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She starte 
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"What a pest to have around," 
iirooded Tune. "Oh well, since 
there's nothing to do this after-
1oon, maybe I can drag her 
down to the cemetery with me." 
She started around the side of 
the house, calling, "Di-yut, Di-
"'!" 
little Dit came toddling around . the 
1er toward her. There was the fin­
in the mouth as a lways, a nd she 
.ed up at Tune, strai ning her eyes 
gh the white thatch of bangs. 
'1iey Dit, you wanna go see Mr: 
n this afternoon?" Tune didn't 
it for an answer-Dit always want· 
to go everywhere with everybody. 
II have Mom make us some orange 
to take to Mr. Dixon, a nd then 
I play hide-and-seek. Won't that 
fun?" · 
Dit smiled. She loved to play 
nd-seek, only Tune always 
nd her because she never hid ' 
well. Sometimes she'd be 
ht in plain sight. 
. Dixon was such a nice old man. 
was caretaker of the cemetery, and 
had always let Tune and her sis­
pla,y there because he was so 
" St .. Mary's Cemetery was less 
half a block down the bl ack 
r road behind .the house, and 
were a mi l l ion hiding places 
ne's mother put some orange 
in a glass jar and cautioned­
if Mr. Dixon is busy, don't 
him, and remember to ru n 
home if a ny cars come." 
Mom always told them about 
cars. Tune never quite under­
d about them, only that she 
to run home as fast as she 
1ld when they came in a long 
1am down the road. 
cinder road was bordered on 
sides by golden-rod a nd black­
susans waving in the sun. Bees 
at work, fi l l ing the a ir  with that 
�um of summer days. Now a nd 
the buzz of a passing fly ·or the 
'ng of a frog i n  the near-by 
would break the monotony of 
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid" 
- ·-·· ··- ·  
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Second music camp b_egins. Monday . 
Set 175-pint goal 
for blood drive 
1 36 h ig h  school students reg ister 
for first week of chorus work · 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
1 ·campus Friday, acording to Mrs. 
Bryan Heise, chai=an of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty 8.nd townspeopht may do­
nate blood between the hours of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasium. 
EASTERN'S SECOND annual music camp, di rected by . Dr. Leo J .  
Dvorak of Eastern's music department, got under way with 
the �istration. of 1 36 chorus students at Douglas, Lincol n and Pem­
berton hal ls Sunday afternoon and a get-together-party Sunday 
evening in the student lounge. · 
The remainder of the wee k wil l  be spent in group rehearsals 
Quota has been set at 175' pints. · 
The goal for each visit is based 
on anticipated blood needs. 
Gabbard · calls play 
fL�..LJts todaJt._ 
and planned recreationol activities, 
culminating Sunday afternoon at 
3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
in the big tent which has been 
J 1 a c;;, ..,,_;;_�_,.,.. .... _�.o.n_ +.i:s. 
the mid-afternoon quiet. 
The cemetery was su rrounded by a 
big black iron fence with the orna· 
mented gates pu l led open. Tune and 
Dit spied Mr.  Dixon resting on a rock 
as they sauntered down the white 
crushed-rock driveway. 
"Hi, Mr. Dixon ! We brought you 
some orange juice," Tune shouted. 
Mr. Dixon smiled as he remov­
ed his battered hat and mopped 
his brow with a red handker­
chief. He was awfully old, about 
a hundred. He didn't have any 
teeth, and always talked about 
buying a set of store teeth, only 
he never did. 
"If it isn't my l ittle sweethearts-I 
swea r you kids are g rowing l ike 
weeds." He gathered Tune a nd Dit 
in his arms. When Tune handed him 
the jar of orange juice, he tousled her 
hair  lovingly. 
Tune pondered. · 0 I d e r p e o p I e 
a lways mussed up your hair  and told 
you you were growing l ike weeds. 
Aunt Lucy did the very · same thing 
every time she came to visit. "You 
care if Dit and I play hide-n'go-seek 
today Mr. Dixon?" 
Mr. Dixon chuckled. "Go right 
ahead and play-I'm sure you 
won't bother anybody here, 
sweetheart." 
"Come on Dit, let's go play in our 
old place." Tune g rabbed Dit's hand. 
Their  favorite playground was in a 
remote corner of the g raveyard shad­
ed by maples and elms. The sun gl is­
tened on the white g ravestones as 
they made their  way along the path. 
A spectator wou ld have found it hard 
to bel ieve that it was over these stones 
so many tears had been shed in the · 
past. 
On the way there they passed i t­
"the big white man," as Dit cal led 
Him. She a lways made some remark 
or asked Tune a question about it. 
The white marble crucifix was big, 
much bigger than Dad even, maybe 
twenty feet h igh. 
"Dere he is," Dit pointed. "Why is 
he hanging on:-JEfm fings, T 1.me?" 
"Do I have to explain every-
HONORABLE MENTIONS are not rank· 
ed, but are listed alphabetically ac· 
cording to the author's last name. 
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thing to you? Some bad men 
nailed him there; that's a cross. 
They made it from a tree." Tune 
could see Dit forming another 
question, so she hurried on. 
Final ly they reached the shaded 
corner. "I'l l hide and you wa it, Dit." 
Little Dit could not count yet, a nd Tune 
a lways told her to wait until she was 
safely h idden. Then Tune would call 
for Dit to come and ·find her. 
"What's 'at bug, Tune?" Dit l isped, 
pointing to a bl ack spider with an egg 
sac on its back. 
"That's a lovebug. Lookout, or 
he'll bitecha, Dit." Tune thought 
of the lovebug her older sisters 
sung about; the bug that was 
always biting someone if they 
didn't watch out. Dit jumped 
back, and the spider disappeared 
under a tombstone. 
"Let's play, Dit." Obediently, Dit 
hid her tiny white head in her hands. 
"Don't you dare peek!" Tune ra n to 
h ide. Gazing over the green l awn a nd 
gleam ing white stones, something 
caught her eye. It was a cloud of dust 
rising far down the road. Fear seized 
her. She screamed. "Dit, Dit! The cars 
are coming! We've got to get out of 
here!" 
Little Dit stood near a tombstone, 
her finger in her mouth and a puzzled 
look on her face. Tune g rabbed her 
arm a nd pul led her toward the drive­
way. "Hurry, hurry! We can go out the 
side gate." Half pul led, half dragged 
through the graveyard, it was a l l  Dit 
cou ld do to stay on her tiny feet. 
"Tune." 
"What!" 
"Dere's 'at big white man again." 
"I know it-He'l l  a lways be here, 
Dit. Hu rry, hurry." 
· Breathlessly they reached the side 
gate and slammed it behind them j ust 
as the long l ine of cars turned into 
the white crushed-rock driveway. The 
l ittle funeral flags fl uttered in the 
breeze. 
"Made it." Tune smiled down at 
Dit, who immediately raised the fore­
finger to her l ips, a nd through a thou­
sand tiny freckles, blue eyes a nd 
, white bangs, smi led back. 
erected in the wooded area east of 
the .Annex. !r�d Both the daily sessions and the le concert are open to visits of East-out ern's summer students. This week's 
':�- instruction is under the direction � . e of Mr. Wes tern Noble of Luther 
• ID college. 
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Since more girls than boys ai:e 
registered for the week, the girls 
are staying at both Douglas and 
Lincoln halls where the facilities 
are greater, while the boyis· are at 
Pemberton hall. This same proce­
dure will . be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
camp. 
As this year's applications for 
admils·sion were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected. &cond session begins Sun­
day, Jun'e 27. 
Three-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WEEK.S elementary �i-
ence .:workshop opened Monday. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for �each­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives, and philosophy of ele­
mentary science teaching will be 
•stressed, according to Dr.' Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials ·are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lqcally is to make the 
course practical and usable to area teachers. 
Much of the work is in the form 
of experiments, which teachers 
perform themselves. 
can fol k art · 
>n and Mary Lutz pause during an art 
• "Columbia." · 
Paae Eight , 
Socials • • 
Pinning 
• 
MISS JO Anne Johnson recently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speec1' 
major from Springfield, is a mem• 
ber of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. · 
Marriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were married 
fast Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta . Zeta sorority. Mr. 
Younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Univer-
sities." 
· 
Summer q uarter 
begins June 1 4  
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tered will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
Editors receive 
Meda I of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Founders Day banquet last week. 
Medal of Merit is awarded to 
siudents who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
J?"!'esident of Eastern's chapter of 
the fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc-urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was elected vice­
president; Dr. Franch> W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads from' fin,. ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
from final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra-
tive " • · ' 
turnj 
to bj 
up � 
en�j 
are 1 PAGE SIX 
Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tries in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
s}, ort story division; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Ha.rryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou · wn­
�tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Cam pus fellowsh i p  
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University _of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at _the conference. 
Those' �tending the conference 
from Eastern1were: Wilma Briggs, 
Dorothy Hirschelman, J a n  e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins, 
Betty nixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
DAVID BROWN was elected' 
dent of Math club for next 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recently� 
officers are Donald Brough, 
president and Dorothy Bo 
secretary. 
Entertainment was provi 
Jesse Orvedahl and his 
dog. 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is ad 
at Fox Ridge last night as the 
meeting o:(. the year. 
David Offner, from the f 
siaff of the University of 
was the speaker for the 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of I 
Fellowship meeting, May 21. 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars ea.ch year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
an anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
yE:ar, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
MEMBER EASTERN BOOSTERS CLUB 
W O L F F '  
The Clock 
b y  Lou Willett 
(Honorable Mention) 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 
Toda� 
Be� 
"HENRY, WHAT on ea rth was wrong with you last night? You moaned a nd 
groaned a l l  night long. Put some more toast in.  I cou ld hardly sleep at a l l .  
You better stop dri n king coffee before you go to bed." 
"Now, Florence, I want you to promise me that you won't worry, but I've 
been rather bothered about someth ing lately." 
pushes a tin curler off her ear 
slowly wa l ks back i nto the kitch 
At the table she stops, picks up 
piece of toast Henry didn't have ti 
to eat, throws it in the garbagfl 
empties the half cup of coffefi i 
the sink cluttered with last nig 
dishes which she didn't have tima 
wash before they went to their 
. "Chesi:erfields 
' $lo �tP� ' 
The cigarette that gives YCI 
est quality - low nicotine , 
want - the mildness you w 
� 
TASTE and 
M I LDN ESS 
1'q8tdJf/ 
MILLIONS 
"You aren't about to lose your job after twenty years? You haven't been 
gazi ng in windows and being l ate or 
doing things to irritate Mr. Morgan, 
now have you Henry? I a lways knew 
this was what would happen. · After 
I became middle-aged, you'd do 
somethi ng fool ish and we'd have to 
start worrying where our next mea l 
came from. 
''You always were a dreamer, 
Henry Parker. Just like the time 
you wanted to take all of our 
savings and buy that pineapple 
grove in Hawaii or that truck 
farm in California. If I hadn't 
been practical we'd be living 
off the state right now. Here we 
are forty.five and you • • .  " 
"Now don't get a l l  worked up over 
noth ing. I'm not losing my job. I'l l 
walk i n  and sit down at my desk at 
three minutes ti l l  nine this morning 
j ust the same as I have been doing 
every morning for twenty years. 
"I'l l get off the train at eight­
forty; it takes seven minutes to walk 
from the station, and I have a bout 
eight minutes to watch the pigeons in 
the l ittle park next to the office. I've 
a lways wished I could stay unti l n ine­
fifteen. The park attendant feeds them 
then." 
"Oh, deliver me! Watch the 
toast; irs burning again.. Well 
what is it then? You didn't forget 
to pay the insurance? You know 
it's due on the third, and you 
have twenty minutes after you 
get off before the insurance of­
fice closes. That's plenty of time." 
"I paid the i nsu rance, dear. It's a 
dream I keep having over and over. 
I'm eighteen again, a nd I'm about to 
grasp a patch of land where I can 
grow a plant that has steaks, apples, 
tomatoes, potatoes, and lettuce leaves 
a l l  growing on the same bush." . 
"You mea n a piece of land where 
you ca n putter, a nd your family 
starve." 
· 
"Then something which I can't 
see takes it away and leaves me a 
pile of dust. Then I see Sally 
when she was a baby, and I start 
to pick her up, but some person 
whisks her away before I can 
play with her." 
"You better hurry with your break­
fast or you'll be late for work, l ose 
your job a nd then you' l l  be seeing 
Sally a lot, because we won't be able 
to afford to send her to col lege a ny­
more, even a cheap one l ike State. 
Hu rry up Henry, it's almost seven­
thirty." 
"And then even when I'm awake I 
feel as if this mysterious compa nion 
is a lways with me. He seems to go 
ahead of me and mow down every­
thi ng I'm trying to reach. And I'm 
tel l i ng you Florence-I hate him; I 
hate him so badly I cou ld actual ly ki l l  
h i m .  If I could only get m y  hands 
a round his bony neck, I'd squeeze it 
ti l l  it was stiff and tight. Then I'd 
throw him down a nd stomp. . " 
"Henry, have you been nip­
ping at my cooking rum? You 
know how expensive it is, and 
you like that rum-cake better 
than anything. It looks to me as 
if . . . Oh deliver me! It's seven­
thirty three. You'll have to run to 
catch your train. Maybe I better 
drive you. Are you sober enough 
to go to work?" 
"Florence, I'm not dru nk. I haven't 
even touched your cooking rum. 
Good-bye dear." 
"Be sure to catch the four-ten to­
night. That wil l  just give us enough 
time for dinner if we hurry before 
we go pick up Sal ly. She wa nts to get 
back here in time to go to the second 
show with Bob. You did remember 
Sally was coming home for spring 
vacation tonight didn't you? If we 
take the short cut from the down-town 
station, we'l l  get her back before Bob 
comes to pick her up." 
"I feel as if that infernal some­
one just snatched away my last 
piece of toast and half cup of 
coffee." 
"Your vacation starts Saturday, 
dear. Then you can have as many 
pieces of toast as you want for break­
fast." 
As he wal ks down the sidewa l k  
she adds, "Hurry, Henry, it's seven­
thi rty-five." She closes the door, re­
ties the belt on her crumpled robe, 
club. 
"I'm rather worried about 
Henry," she thinks. "He needs this 
vacation. Now he gets home It 
four-forty on Friday evening. I 
Sally and I have the car pack4 
we could start driving that night. 
"If we didn't stop to look at ev 
l ittle rock and tree as Henry alw 
wa nts to do, we could be at the I 
late Sunday evening. Someone sna 
ed away his toast a nd coffee, deli 
me! That would give him a weel\I 
fish and put this nonsense out of 
mind. I th ink I'l l cal l  for reservat 
right after I finish Hie. dishes." 
* * * 
"Florence, I thi n k  this is a gr 
idea . Maybe this is just what I n 
Jusl to rel ax. I th ink one whole-
1 ' 1 1  just l ie  on the beach, watch 
kids building sand castles, the 
playing hop-scotch on the waves 
l isten to the water slapping agai 
the rocks. 
''You know, I've always wish. 
ed I could be like those rocks up 
there. The water pounds them 18 
day long, year after year, but 
they never change. They don't 
seem to grow any older or be­
come tired. Each year they'� 
standing just as tall and straighl 
as the year before." 
"The brightest blades 
with rust, Daddy." 
"I suppose you're right, Sally, 
once there was a time when I woul 
have agreed with you. I used to th' 
youth was a state of mind. I tho 
you g rew old by deserting y 
ideals. I felt that you were as you 
as your faith and hope and as old 
your fear, despai r  and dou bt. 
"I wrote a theme on this while 
I was in high school. I wrote it 
sitting out in the orchard with 
my feet propped up on a low 
limb of an apple tree. That wu 
before I had this feeling that this 
phantom is always with me." 
"Are we only at Bartonvi lle? 
l iver mel We wi l l  never make the I 
n t ime for 
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time for . dinner. It's three-thi rty. 
i le you were building your air­
illes, you must have slowed down 
IYenty mi les per hour. 
"I know you had planned on it, 
tfenry, we just won't have time 
.. op to see that fruit g rove. Who 
about a cross between a plum 
a peach a nyway? I ' l l  iust take 
1ne iteparately. I 'don't thi nk we bet­
take the ferry at the river either. 
is so m uch quicker to go over the 
l:>ridge. I just don't think you're 
ress ive, dear. Can't we at least 
'e Ji�ty?" 
"If I use two pillows, I can see 
tie lake from the window. Those 
lassy cool translucent waves 
'Nch with their nightcaps on 
m to be chased by the same 
1ing which I am. 
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid" 
·-·· ---
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Second music camp b_egins: Monday 
Set 1 7  5-pi nt goo I 
for blood drive 
1 36 h igh  school students reg ister 
for fi rst week of chorus work · 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
1 · campus Friday, acording to Mrs. 
Bryan Heise, chairman of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty and townspeopl• may do­
nate blood between the hours of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasium. . 
EASTERN'S SECOND annual music camp, di rected by Dr. Leo J. 
Dvorak of Eastern's music department, got under way with 
the r;iegistration of 136 chorus students at Dougl as, Lincoln and Pem­
berton hal ls Sunday afternoon and a get-together-party Sunday 
even ing in  the student lounge. · 
The remainder of the week wil l  be spent in group rehearsals 
Quota has been set at 175' pints. · 
The goal for each visit is based Gabbard · calls play 
t rvo uts4 to_da v 
and planned recreationol activities, 
culminating Sunday afternoon at 
3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
in the big tent which has been on anticipated blood needs. 
{).., ,,... . __ � 
"They dash toward the silvery sand, 
but they never get to stay. They too 
a re a lways pul l ed away, a nd each 
time they come in they l eave a por­
tion of themselves on the beach wh ich 
they never can regain. Spilt water can 
never be gathered again." 
* * * 
'"Daddy went to bed awful early, 
didn't he? Mother, have you noticed a 
change i n  him l ately? He's tense and 
nervous. That isn't li ke him at a l l ." 
"I know, Sal ly. That'� why I made 
reservations up here. He'l l  have a 
change and go back to the office a 
new man. Now I thought tomorrow 
we cou ld take that boat ride up to 
Clover Canyon. You can swim, a nd 
your father and I ' l l  fish. Where's that 
folder? I think the boat leaves at 
seven-thirty. Yes, here it is. I bette� 
Essay 
Rement 
by Carrol l  W. Dukes 
(First Prize) 
PAGE SEVEN 
set the al arm for six-thi rty so we' l l  
have time for a quick brea kfast. You 
better go to bed now too, Sal ly; it was 
a long trip. Goodnight dear." 
* * * 
"Mother! Mother! Come quickly, 
Daddy has gone mad. He really has, 
oh hurry!" 
Mrs. Parker and her daughter stood 
in the door clutching each other. They 
were too stunned to speak. Mr. Park­
er held the buzzing alarm clock in his 
hand.  He slammed it agai nst the bed 
post, threw it to the floor, a nd ground 
his heel in its face. 
The incessant ringing stopped 
abrµptly. He picked it u p, threw it 
bl indly through the plate g lass win­
dow, shouting as he threw, "I'l l  fix 
you; you'll never bother me again! I 
sha l l  destroy you as you've attempted 
to do me!" 
erected in the wooded area east of 
the Annex. 
lr�d Both the daily sessions and the 
e concert are open to visits of East-out ern's summer students. This week's 
a�- instruction �s under the direction t
. 
e of Mr. Western Noble of Luther 
r m college. 
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Since more girls than boys iu:e 
registered for the week, the girls 
are staying at both Douglas and 
Lincoln halls where the facilities 
are greater, while the hoyis are at 
Pemberton hall. This same proce­
dure will . be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
camp. 
As this year's applications for 
adm�s'Sion were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected, Second session begins Sun­
day, June 27. 
Three-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WE'EKS elementary sci-
ence �orkshop opened Mon®y. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for teach­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives, and philosophy of e-le­
mentary science teaching will be 
stressed, according to Dr.' Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
I coin a word ? Perhaps I did. However, if i n  so doing I can successfully re­
move the "tire" from retirement then I feel that my brashness is j ustified. 
More and more every day the problem of when to retire and what to do 
iatiring is shaping i nto a di lemma for the American people. Nearly every­
feels certain socia l  pressures which confi ne him for varied periods of time. 
On most of us falls the obl igation of supporting a family. Coupled with 
is �nera l ly the feel ing of a need 
�tinuing advancement in one's 
,. This is not solely a financial mo­
.. n but rather the common desire 
n to be thought well of by his 
About the author 
CARROLL DUKES is a junior social 
science major from Potomac. He plans 
tentatively on entering law school iat 
Harvard when he leaves Eastern. Dukes 
is one of the organizers of Eastern's vet­
erans club, and was elected its · first 
president. He is an active member of the 
social science forum . 
1ia ; 
�co­
.ob­
og­
ers, 
:ea-
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials 'are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lQCally is to make the 
course practical and usable to 
area teachers. 
This feeling will necessarily 
'ress itself in many different 
s because of the differing 
an abilities as well as de­
., In other words the level 
h might prove quite satisfy-
to one person would measure 
to failure for someone else. 
is generally understood and 
resulting public pressure 
not demand any standard 
I for each individual but 
1er expeds proportionate im­
ement relative to the person. 
point I am making is that we 
lly think of retiring not so much 
we are financia l ly able but 
when we have fi rst proven our­
in our field, secondly graduated 
ily to independence and, 
ly fattened our nest egg suffi­
V to succumb to idleness. 
r ltxample, to elaborate on my 
pint, the business man strives 
to perfect his business practices to 
the point of optimum production. And 
while pursuing this end he i nvariably 
achieves a degree of u niqueness, i n  
approach i f  nothing else, which trade­
marks his styl e  within the business 
world. 
It is this uniqueness, which is 
catalogued to be later drawn up­
on by our competitors and suc­
cessors, that I feel is so necessary 
in satisfying man's basic needs 
or, to be more specific, in the 
gratification of his assumed so­
cial obligatiJ)n'; My second and 
third point$� I feel, are self ex· 
planatory. 
All of this is quite wel l,  u p  to a 
point. However, too many of us get 
trapped in this whirlpool of human 
endeavor. As a resu lt we are faced 
with the inabil ity to cope with idle­
ness after a period of active, if not 
exacting, years. So many of us feel, 
and probably rightly so, that idleness 
and resulting boredom wil l  only 
speed up departure to the next world. 
Consequently after years of careful 
planning, preparing for a l ife of ease, 
we find ourselves restless a nd pitch 
right back into the same job or an­
other making similar demands on our 
time. 
Perhaps the best illustration of 
this point is shown by the farmer 
who was born and reared on a 
· farm, chose farming for his occu­
pation and having successfully 
farmed for close to forty years 
decided to rent his land and con­
tinue life in ease. 
This arrangement worked fi ne for 
a three-week period of vacationing 
i n  the West but then time g rew heavy 
on his shoulders. So to· compensate for 
this loss of hard work, so fa mil iar  over 
the years, he resorted to bui lding a 
house a nd d i pping back i nto farming 
during busy seasons by helping the 
neighbors out. 
Final ly, total ly  displeased with the 
supposedly g ratifying l ife of retire­
ment, he released the renter and went 
back to the l ife he knew so wel l  and 
.en­
nne Much of the work is in the form of experiments, which teachers 
puform themselves. 
can fol k  art · 
>n and Mary Lutz pause during an art 
t "Columbia." 
· 
Page Eight . 
Socials • • 
Pinning 
• 
MISS JO Anne Johnson �ecently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speecl:\ 
mnjor from Springfield, is a mem• 
ber of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member o-
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
· 
· Marriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were marded 
fast Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta Zeta sorority. Mr. 
Younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and U niver-
sities." 
· 
Summer q uarter 
begins June 14  
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :  30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tered will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
Editors receive 
· Meda I of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Founders Day banquet last week. ' Medal of Merit is awarded to 
students who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
Jil
'!'esident of Eastern's chapter of 
the fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc·urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was elected vice­
president; Dr. Francis- W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads from· fin91ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
f'rom final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra-
tive - · • 
��
rn� 
up 
s 
end 
Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
lf · honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tries in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
s�.ort story division; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou · wil­
�tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
1m anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
yecar, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
Campus fel lowship 
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University 5Jf 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at _the conference. 
Those- attending the conference 
from EasternJwere : Wilma Briggs, 
Dorothy H1rschelman, J a n e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins1 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
DAVID BROWN was elect8' 
dent of Math club for next 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recent!� 
officers are Donald Brough, 
president and Dorothy 
secretary. 
Entertainment was provi 
Jesse Orvedahl and his 
dog. · 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is ad 
at Fox Ridge last night as 
meeting ot the year. 
David Offner, from the 
staff of the University of 
was the speaker for the ev 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of I '  
Fellowship meeting, May 2 
MEMBER EASTERN BOOSTERS CLUB 
W O L F F '  
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the one whic;h, due to insufficient 
knowledge or socia l  pressure barring 
complete exercise of a satisfying re­
tirement, offered the only real satis­
faction to him. 
up i n  that famil iar  rut of boredont 
headed back to that routine of off 
work each day. 
Toda� 
Be� 
This farmer was my father. 
need not resort to personal cases 
even though I feel this case was 
somewhat typical of many fann­
ers. let me instead ask the reader 
to consider retired school teach 
ers. There are many cases in this 
field of continuing life after re­
tiring from teaching, in business, 
farming and, even resorting to 
menial factory tasks. 
This plan has a dual nature, 
aimed at knocking the tiring as­
pect out of retirement, and I like 
to think of it as the "joint social 
and personal satisfaction retire­
ment plan." By this system I 
would hope to install a goal that 
will satisfy man's restless nature 
beyond and aside from his ori­
ginal field of work. 
To elucidate let me ask a question. 
Say, however, the public I» 
came conscious of my plan 11111 
began to wonder not when Mr. 
Jones next door was going to !'lo 
tire but when Mr. Jones naxl 
door was going to give up hit 
work and embark on that lont 
calculated "do as you like spree.• 
. "Chesi:erfields 
' SJo �tP� I 
The cigarette that gives yo 
est quality - tow nicotine , 
want - the mildness you w 
fo't 
TASTE and 
M I LDN ESS 
tM!GoiJ/r 
MILLIONS 
Let m e  close these supporting case 
references with a mention of mi l itary 
retirement. Certainly very few service 
men step into civi l ian life after 
twenty or thirty years in the service 
a nd start l iving the l ife of a Pasha. O n  
the contrary they a lmost i nvariably 
take up some l i ne of civi l ian work. 
This i nabil ity to remain retired is 
the heart of the problem I'm attacking. 
The solution I propose is to re-educate 
the American people away from this 
standard mode of retirement to an­
other plan. 
Barring social pressure {excluding 
criticism from your neighbors) what 
would you rea l ly  l i ke to do? Perhaps 
you would l i ke to dabble around in 
pai.nt to your hea rt's content, or per­
haps you'd l ike to take a n  excursion 
through South America, Europe, Far 
East, etc. Or perhaps you have always 
wanted to fish a l l  those nice days and 
hunt each different season and golf 
to your hea rt's content. 
• I could go on a lmost indefinitely l ist­
i ng the. many things some of us a l ways 
had l ingering desires to do. However, 
we felt that we just had to fulfi l l  that 
certain social obl igation a nd, having 
done that, we lost sight of that other 
desi re or perhaps we gave it up as a 
ch!ldish whim. At a ny rate we ended 
Then more and more each p 
would think of the day when he c 
sit back a nd do as he pleased, 
definite something which he pl 
to do in mind� rather than bankin 
that heretofore rather nebulous 
ca l led retirement and, having re 
ed it, becomi ng either blase or a 
turni ng srave to his work. 
In summary I wil l  say that! 
should a l l  pursue two differeril 
satisfying goals when we consi 
ti ring. Namely, the goal of achi 
social approval in our field of 
a nd the fol low-up personal sati 
tion goal of l iving out the remai 
of our l ife after retirement in 
exercise of i ndividual caprice. 
Why I L ike to Live on a Farm 
· by Wil ma Briggs 
(Honorable Mention) 
I WOULD be the l ast to a rgue whether it is better to l ive in the city or on a farm 
becavse I think a person could be perfectly happy i n  either place. But I 
wi l l  say this: when I get to be an old maid Engl ish teacher a nd have lots of 
money, my cats, para keets, and I a re going to move to the country. 
Of a l l  the reasons why I l ike l iving on a farm, I have selected these as the 
most important. First of a l l  I l ike the people of a farm community, and secondly, 
I l ike l iving close to nature. 
I l i ke the people of a rural com­
munity. Just let me give you a cross­
section view of the people of my vil­
lage. For an example, there is Mrs. 
Sta ley, the wife of the oilfield "boss." 
She has sandy-red hair  mingled with 
white a nd always wears it braided 
a nd wound around her head. Hexagon 
-shaped si lver rimmed glasses are 
the qua int frames for her lovely kind 
brown eyes. 
There is an atmosphere of 
quietness and kindness about her 
that inspires the confidence of 
the whole community. She is an 
active member of the local church 
and of "The Club" which meets 
once a month. It is she who re­
members the aged and the sick, 
and it is she who listens to the 
problems of the youth without 
betraying confidence. She is an 
example for the community. 
Then, there is Charlie Mc.Kay, a 
thi rty-eight year old farmer who lost 
his young wife when their fi rst child 
was born. With his mother, he l ives 
on a small  eighty acre farm owned 
by his brother. He is as ta l l  as a bean 
pole a nd as lank as a rail. His hair is 
never combed nor do his clothes 
seem to fit his body. 
A prominent nose and a long thin 
face make him strongly resemble 
Abraham Lincoln, bufl he is qu ite 
different. Whenever people drive past 
his farm, they can not but notice 
the drooping fences, the untidy barn 
lot, and the weeds in the corn field. 
He has come to be known as a sloth­
ful farmer who would much rather go 
fishing than farm. 
Harry Husinga is quite another type. 
He is a middle-aged successful farm­
er who is as thrifty and hard working 
as his a ncient a ncestors. With rare 
good fortune, he plunged i nto debt 
to obta in suitable capital with which 
he bought land, tractors, combi 
trucks, a nd sta rted farming on a la 
scale. 
World War II with its i ncreasi� 
mand for farm products was cor 
timed and enabled him to put th 
a nds of dol lars i n  the bank. 
He is of a sturdy build 11111 
has light hair and blue eyes. 
is at work before sunrise 1nll 
never quits until long after s 
set. There is one peculiar h1bt 
which he possesses at which tht 
neighbors laugh. The faster hi 
works, the louder he whistles, llo 
though it is never quite a tune. 
Being friends with a commu 
l ike having a persona l  friend. You 
see thei r faults, but you like 
despite those faults. I doubt if 
home vi l lage is very different f 
a mi l l ion vil lages in the mid-wetl 
The people of my communif'jj 
faults. For one thi ng, very few po 
the natural curiosity of mind that 
bles them to be educated alth 
they have never been i nside a coll 
Another fau lt is the majority of 
pie simply do not understand the r 
sensitive talented person who 
pens to be i n  the neighborhoo4 
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Eastern State News 
do not hesitate to condemn him 
lry i f  he is different from them­
·es. 
Despite these faults, many in 
this small commu nity, which is 
11y home, are kind, sensitive to 
iuuty, and intelligent. I can 
even see a certain nobility of 
llliaracter in their simple, straight­
hrward ways and their devotion 
lo what they believe. 
I l ike the activities of this small 
�mmun ity. When one thinks 
a l:¥g cold city l i ke New York, he 
thEfl glad that he is a part of a 
11 "illage where he may be known 
liked by his neighbors for mi les 
. The activities in my commun-
levolve around the church, the 
·oom school house, a nd the gen­
store. 
church is a pictu resq ue white 
lding with a tall pointed steeple, 
led at the edge of a woods. Every 
lay morning and evening and on 
lnesday eve nings one can - hear 
bel l in the belfry as it decl ares the 
to begin services for the preach-
1nd mid-week Bible study. 
These people impress me with 
1'8ir sincerity and simplicity in 
>hiping God. They read the 
le and try to pattern their 
after it. They are almost 
itanical in this with even a 
of the Puritan intolerance 
the nonconformist. 
school is a typical one-room 
,1 which the thirty children of 
Immunity attend. Every month 
is a meeting of the Parents and 
rers Association which the whole 
unity attends. The meetings a re 
social nature rather than educa­
rl. Plays are produced by the chil­
and young people, and refresh-
are always served. 
general store is the town meet­
-use for the citizens. Here on 
lays a nd long u neventful win­
nings the farmers meet a nd 
They exchange ideas on every 
from politics to corn pickers. 
The most important reason I 
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid" 
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Second music comp b.egins. Monday . 
Set 175-pint goal 
for" blood drive 
1 36 high school students register 
for first week of chorus work · 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
1 · campus Friday, acording to Mrs. 
Bryan Heise, chainnan of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty and townspeopl• may do­
nate blood between the howis of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasium . .  
EASTERN'S SECOND annual music camp, directed by · Dr. Leo J .  
Dvorak of Eastern's m usic department, got u nder way with 
the i;.egistration. of 1 36 chorus students at Douglas, Lincoln and Pem­
berton hal ls  Sunday afternoon and a get-together-party Sunday 
evening in the student lou nge. · 
The remainder of the week will  be spent in group rehearsals 
Quota has been set at 175 pints. · 
The goal for each visit is based 
on anticipated blood needs. 
Gabbard · calls play 
f..cy_o_U__tS toda v 
and planned recreationol activities, 
culminating Sunday afternoon at 
3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
in the big tent which has been 
erected in the wooded area east of 
the .Annex. 
_ L\nn.f-.n ..n.-# 1 r'7 h_  �;""'°_+� ._ .-..o.�_�_ o-�_ I 
like living on a farm is that it is 
living close to nature. Let me ex­
plain just why I think summer, 
fall, winter, and spring are es­
pecially beautiful on a farm. 
I n  summer, the sun rises early. 
Most of the days dawn bright a nd 
clear. There is much work to be done 
on the farm, and the long day is fil led 
with activity. After three o'clock, the 
su n's rays are less hot, and the long 
summer evening beg i ns. The farm­
er finishes his chores of mil king the 
cows, feed ing the chickens, gathering 
the eggs, a nd feeding the pigs. 
After supper is over is the time to 
get comforta ble in the old porch swing 
a nd watch night come on. The sun 
slowly sinks below the wood, and the 
sky fades from pink to deep purple. 
In the sti l lness of the evening one can 
hear the crickets a nd the faint distant 
tinkle of a cow bell .  Thus twilight 
fades i nto night as a street l ight fades 
when the dawn comes. 
Fall is especially beautiful on 
a farm. The days grow chilly,· and 
harvest time has come. There is 
a certain feeling of security that 
comes only to a farmer in the fall 
of the year when all the crops 
have been harvested. I like to 
take a walk in the fall, down to 
the pasture. 
From the highest h i l l  I can look out 
over the river bottom. The corn is 
brown and stands l ifeless. Rows of 
yellow-g reen wil lows border the 
North Fork River as it winds through 
the bottom land. Opposite the hi l l  on 
which I am standing a re hil ls covered 
with trees of various shades-red, 
yel low, and russet. This scene always 
reminds me of a mammoth bouquet 
squeezed tightly together in a huge 
earth vase. 
- It  isn't long before the days become 
col d, and winter has arrived. Winter 
is revealed in a l l  its beauty on a farm. 
There are the sparkl ing frosts, the 
snow d rifts, the song of a lonely bird, 
and the blue nights fil led with col d  
moons and stars. 
I remember when a little ch ild, I 
. ::-" 
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would sl ip from my bed in the morn­
ing a nd tiptoe across the cold floor 
to the window. I was always sur­
prised and delighted when I saw the 
yard carpeted with snow and the 
familiar orchard trees draped in 
white. To a farm boy or girl, s now 
means one thing. That is taking the 
sleds to the tal lest hi l l  in the pasture 
and spending al l  Saturday morning 
there. 
When spring comes, who can 
be blind to its beauty on a farm? 
The world comes alive again af­
ter the long winter's rest. In the 
springtime I like to steal away in 
a balmy afternoon and visit my 
favorite haunt. 
It is l ocated a bout one-half mile 
from ou r home on a wooded hi l lside. 
Here is perfect qu iet solitude that An­
drew Marvel l praises in his poem, 
The Garden. There are wild plum, 
peach, and cherry trees that mark the 
remains of an old orchard pla nted by 
some ea rlier settler who had bu ilt 
his log cabin upon this h i l l .  
It  i s  here I l ike to s it  on the new 
grass, l isten to the hum of the busy 
bees, and smell  the fragra nce of the 
wild plum blossoms. A poet has de­
scribed a day in J u ne l ike this, a nd 
I am sure that he must have l ived in 
the country: 
"What is so rare, as a day i n  
J u ne 
Then, if ever, come perfect 
days; 
"When Heaven tries earth if it 
be in tune 
And over it softly her 
warm ear J ays. 
Whether we look or 
whether we l isten, 
We can hear l ife murmur 
or see it gl isten." 
Far from the towering city skyscrap­
ers and the honking and hurrying of 
busy streets and people is a quiet 
countryside where "Time's wi nged 
chariot" does not fol low so closely 
u pon one's heels. There are the sim­
ple honest people. There, is beauty 
found, and it is there I wish to l ive. 
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Both the daily sessions and the 
concert are open to visits of East­
ern's summer students. This week's 
instruction iis under the direction 
of Mr. Western Noble of Luther 
cC1llege. 
Since more girls than boys are 
registered for the week, the girls 
are staying at both Douglas and 
Lincoln halls where the facilities 
are greater, while the boyis are at 
Pemberton hall. This same proce­
dure will be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
camp. 
As this year's applications for 
admilssion were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected. Second session begins Sun­
day, June 27. 
Th ree-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WEEKS elementary sci-
ence �orkshop opened Monday. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for �ach­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives, and philosophy of ele­
mentary science teaching will be 
is tressed, according to Dr.' Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials ·are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lqcally is to make the 
course practical and usable to 
area teachers. 
Much of the work is in the form 
of experiments, which teachers 
perform themselves. 
ca n fol k  a rt · 
)R and Mary Lutz pause during an art 
• "Columbia." 
· 
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Editors receive Socials • • • · Meda I of Merit Announce literary contest winners Cam pus fel lowship attends conference DAVID BROWN was elected dent of Math club for next 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recently, 
officers are Donald Brough, 
president and Dorothy Bo 
Pinning 
M I S S  JO Anne Johnson recently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speecl� 
major from Springfield, is a meml 
her of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. · 
Ma rriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were married 
fast Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. · 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta . Zeta sorority. Mr. 
Younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American C olleges and Univer-
sities." 
· 
Summer quarter 
begins June 14  
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tered will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Founders Day banquet last week. 
' Medal of Merit is awarded to 
students who do outStanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
Jil
"!'esident of Eastern's chapter of 
the fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc-urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was e·lected vice­
president; Dr. Francis W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads from·  fin91ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
from final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra­
tive 
tu� to 
up 
s 
end 
are PAGE TEN 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tiies in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
short story division; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou ·wn­
:k'.:tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Bc.verly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
an anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
year, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received- his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University _of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at _the conference. 
Those- rltending the conference 
from Eastern1were : Wilma Briggs, Dorothy Hirschelman, J a n e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins, 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
secretary. 
Entertainment was provi 
Jesse Orvedahl and his 
dog. 
· 
Orvedahl is retiring pres 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is ad 
at Fox Ridge last night as the 
meeting o� the year. 
David Offner, from the f 
siaff of the University of I 
was the speaker for the e 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of I 
Fellowship meeting, May 2L 
MEMBER EASTERN BOOSTERS CLUB 
W O L F F '  
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 
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The Difference Bet�een Poetica l and Practica l People 
Toda� 
Be� 
by Wilma Briggs 
(Honorable Mention) 
THIS HUMAN race is made up of a n  assortment of strange people. Some a re 
black, and some are white; some a re tal l ,  and some are short. But beyond 
these physical differences, there a re two classes that define people of every 
race and description. People are either poetical or practical .  To be sure, there 
a re some who are perfect mixtures, but these people a re rare. 
person, Mr. Frost, who l ives on a v  
substantial income received from 
writings and lectures. 
The best way to tell a poetic-I 
person from a practical person is 
to put them in an identical situ• 
tion-anything from m o o n I i I 
nights to reading poetry-and ob­
serve their reactions. For exam­
ple, one might take a recent sit­
uation when a dense fog blanketi 
ed this whole locality. Perhapjl 
you may have heard rema� 
from both a poetical and pradi� 
person on Eastern's campus. The 
practical one might have said 
. "Chesterfields 
· � �p� j 
The cigarette that gives yci 
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want - the mildness you w 
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The poetical person a nd practical person are a l ike i n ·  several ways. They 
both breathe, eat, sleep, talk, wa l k, 
see, hear, and drink water. But here 
their l i keness ends. The poetical per­
son is fa r in the minority. The reason 
for this may be that they seldom a re 
practical enough to see the neces­
sity of l iving. Many poetica l people 
a lmost owe their very existence to a 
practical wife or h usba nd who man­
ages their pecuniary affai rs. 
The poetical person . is . sensitive. 
Sensitive to what? He is sensitive to 
everything about him. He feels the 
suffering of h uma nity caused by evi l ,  
war, a nd poverty, and something i n­
side him suffers in sympathy. 
The poetical man sees the 
beauty of the world in nature and 
in man. Perhaps this is partly 
due to an inherited poetical na· 
ture and partly because he has 
trained himself to look for 
beauty. 
The poetical person, beca use he 
does not bother his mind too much 
a bout practical things, has time to be 
imagi native, creative, a nd d ream as 
much as it pleases him. Many people 
of poetica l nature have become novel­
ists, essayists, artists, musicians, a nd 
poets while others h ave never expres­
sed themselves or became famous. 
The practical person on the other 
hand, is a lmost diametrical ly opposed 
to the definition of a poetical person. 
He is not especia l ly sensitive to 
beauty; he is sensitive to suffering 
only as it affects him or his acquaint­
ances; he is l i kely to justify war on the 
grounds that it is better to fight to 
l ive than not to l ive, and he is imag­
i native in a strictly practical vein .  
I imagine the extremely practi­
cal person in Heaven would act 
a great deal like Milton's portrait 
of Mammon. Rather than singing 
praises to God with the Angel 
choir, he would be down on his 
hands and knees examining the 
gold bricks of the pavement. 
The practica l man is g reatly absorb­
ed in the busi ness of maki ng a l iving 
in the easiest and safest way a nd in 
making the world better for his chil­
d ren. Skyscrapers, highl ines, power 
plants, a nd bridges are a l l  examples 
of the fruits of the practical .  
Now that w e  have a poetical a nd 
practical person defined, how does 
one recognize these people? Wel l ,  to 
be sure, there is no certa in climate or 
continent to which we may go to find 
strictly "poetics" or "practicals" be­
cause both a re wel l  mixed in every 
corner of the earth. 
There is no certain class or ra nk of 
people to which we may go and ex­
pect a l l  people to be of one kind. For 
an example, I have met a "poetic", a n  
old man named Mr. Cardeezer, who 
made his l iving by sel l i ng the papers 
he would find in the dumping 
g rounds. I know of a nother poetical 
Remem bering 
by Beverly Hershberger 
(Honorable Mention) 
THERE IS a certai n  undefi nable fascination about the past. The past may mea n 
five years ago or it may mea n one hund red years ago. No matter what 
length of time it covers, there is a certain g lowing aura that surrounds it. We 
can recall some aspects of the past with rema rkable clarity whi l e  for others we 
must depend upon our memory or imagi nation. 
We tend to forget a nythi ng painful or u ncomfortable, but we remember 
those things which are pleasant or 
· 
beautiful.  This pri nciple is one reason remember, it is a source of endless en-
why reca l l ing the past is such a joyment. 
pleasant experience. Whether it is One of the most enjoyable experi-
our own personal  past or whether it ences of my chi ldhood was exploring 
is a past which we are too young to the . attic of our house. It seems re-
something like this: 
"Look at that heavy fog, would 
It certainly would be a dang 
time to be on the highway." 
The poetical person, howe 
might have said something l ike thi 
"Isn't the fog beautiful ! It's just 
though we were floating in a cl 
a nd the real world is miles and mi 
below." 
If we then ag ree that the worlt 
made up of poetical or practicaf 
pie (or some combination of the 
we must also agree that both ki 
of people contribute their share to 
ciety. If one is the cloud, the othes 
the rain. If one is the kernel, the o 
is the sta l k. If one is the archi�ecfl 
other is the builder. 
It  is wel l  that if one sees the bea 
of fields of golden wheat dancintl · 
soft waves u nder azure skies, 
other sees the tons of flour the wh 
wil l  produce. Thus it is, that the 
cal and practica l persons are wi 
different, a nd yet both are neede4 
make the world complete. 
markable now that I remembe� t 
activity so much more vividly t 
others. Certainly, at the time I n 
thought I was building for a me 
of someth ing which I now feel I 
never forget. 
I think one reason why I rto 
member going up to the attic 
with so much nostalgia, is thlt 
I didn't go up into that regionA 
the house very often because T 
instinctively knew that if I went 
up too of 
novelty. 
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up too often, it would lose its 
liOvelty. 
It was someth ing that I saved to do 
�ose times when I became particu­
ly bored. Every chi ld, I'm sure, ex­
iences those days when he wan­
s around l istlessly looking for 
ething to do. 
It was at those times then, when I 
exhausted my resources of enter­
. ment that I woul d  creep up the 
ed attic stairs and cl imb the ladder 
the loft where I would find a land 
•ndless wonders. 
In that attic, I found things as 
�nderful as the Arabian nights. 
In a way it was better than a 
liook because through my own 
ltagination I could call up any 
Jperience I wished for. 
1ere was an old tru nk which had 
l>elonged to my aunt that was 
of old clothes from the era of the 
nties. In it were short boyish 
,es with waistl ines extended to 
�ips and evening gowns with ex­
rated, u neven hemlines. 
,t the bottom of the trunk, I found 
all silver a nd turquoise jewel box 
with long rope pearls a nd jet 
beads. And hidden discreetly i n  
1tin case was a long gold ciga rette 
r and case. 
A mandolin, paper back nov-
11 dance and theater programs 
1oed the gaiety of the person 
owned them. 
lrtould sit with the things from the 
scattered on the floor around 
Men !  
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid" 
----- ----- --- ·-·· ---
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Second music comp begins. Monday 
Set 17 5-pi nt goo I 
for blood drive 
1 36 h igh  school students reg ister 
for fi rst week of chorus work · 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
1 · campus Frid.ay, acording to Mrs. 
Bryan Heise, chainnan of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty and townspeopl• may do­
nate blood between the ho\llls' of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasium. . 
EASTERN'S SECOND annual music camp, di rected by · Dr. Leo J .  
Dvorak of Eastern's music depa rtment, got under way with 
the �istration of 136 chorus students at Dougl as, Lincoln and Pem­
berton hal ls Sunday afternoon a nd a get-together-party Sunday 
evening in the student lounge. · 
The remainder of the week wil l  be spent in group rehearsals 
Quota has been set at 175' pints. · G bb d . II I The goal for each visit is based 0 0 r CO S p 0 Y 
and planned recreationol activities, 
culminating Sunday afternoon at 
3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
in the big tent which has been on ---��i��-"��oo� i,ieeds. 
_ , _ f1.ll..O.f_f_k_ f..a.da_ \l. 
me a nd I'd hea r the faint melody of 
"Smoke Gets i n  Your Eye" a nd I'd see 
a gay, sophisticated young girl riding 
with a crowd in a n  open car. Or . I'd 
see the young woman on the floor 
bobbing a nd jumping to the Charles­
ton or the Bl ack Bottom. 
Soon the fl ashi ng pictures i n  my 
mind would fade away a nd I would 
put the things carefu l ly back into the 
trunk. Then I would turn around for 
the next thing that would catch my 
eye. 
Over in the dim corner on a 
table was an old dusty photo­
graph album. In it I found a 
photograph as fascinating as the 
portrait of the Mona Lisa. It was 
a faded and fragile picture of an 
extremely handsome young man 
with .sideburns and long hair. 
In my childish mi nd, he was a ro­
mantic a nd sensitive young poet who 
had been disappointed in his love for 
a qeautiful young woman with long 
golden hair. 
I would sit by the hour a nd draw 
up end less episodes about their l ife 
a nd love. I'd see them in a beautiful 
formal garden with endless rows of 
flowers a nd shrubbery or I'd see him 
sitting under a tree writing his verses 
about his lost love. 
After I had dreamed and 
mused awhile in the corner, the 
pidures would gradually fade 
away again and I'd turn around 
again and let my eyes travel 
around the room. 
Men 
by Aud ree McMillan 
(Honorable Mention) 
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Presently my eyes would light on 
the old ti n a rm cast that hung rakishly 
on a peg on the wal l .  I would wal k 
up to it rather reverently, take it 
down, and fit it on my a rm, remem­
bering the pai n a nd the excitement 
of feeling different from everyone 
else when I had worn it years before. 
Farther a long on the wa l l  there 
hung a rusty rifle and vicious looking 
revolver. Under the guns was a l a rge 
tin box and on it were a German i nsig­
nia and inscription. The box held a 
uniform which had belonged to my 
father in the first World War. 
In the box were the dented 
steel helmet, the overseas cap 
with the campaign ribbons and 
the hat with the peak and small 
brim. The uniform with the funny 
leg wrappings was worn and old. 
There were folders with the Ger-
man insignia pictu ri ng old castles, 
museums, and government buildi ngs. 
A History of the Forty-fourth Divi· 
sion with pictures a nd accounts of the 
Meuse Argonne campaign, the Marne 
and other foreig n a nd yet famil iar 
names, and the long l ists of the dead 
a nd honored completed the history 
that the contents of the box told. 
In every part of the attic a nd in 
each old trunk, I found a new a nd 
different story to satisfy any want of 
my imagi nation. I found roma nce, 
tragedy a nd new personal ities. To a 
child that old attic was what a vaca­
tion is to an adult-an escape from the 
monotony of routine l ife. 
erected in the wooded area east of fua the Annex. 
�eld Both the daily sessions and the concert a.re open to visits of East­out ern's summer students. This week's 
:�- instruction is under the direction .e of Mr. Western Noble of Luther 
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Since more girls than boys are 
registered for the week, the girls 
ar,e staying at both Douglas and 
Lincoln halls where the facilities 
are greater, while the boyis· are at 
Pemberton hall. This same proce­
dure will . be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
camp. 
As this year's applications for 
admission were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected. Second session begins Sun­
day, June 27. 
Three-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WEEK.S elementary sci-
ence .workshop opened Monday. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for �ach­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives, and philosophy of e.le­
mentary science teaching will be 
stvessed, according to Dr.' Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials ·are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lqcally is to make the 
course practical and usable to 
area teachers. 
Much of the work is in the form 
of experiments, which teachers 
perform themselves. 
can fol k  art · 
I l ike tal l  men a nd short men, young men and old men, rich men and poor 
�appy men a nd sad men, ambitious men a nd lazy men, strong men and 
men, and single men a nd married men. In fact, at the risk of sounding 
years our l ittle man wi l l  sit in that 
same chair wishing he could paste 
those curls back onto his shining head 
ski n. 
itious, I l ike men. 
There is a song from the score of "Kiss Me Kate" which is titled, "I Hate 
Oh, how that ma kes me shud-
' 
With so many, many delightful 
in this world, how could one dis­
hiuch less hate, even one of this 
limber? 
The heart of the young lady 
sings this song must be a 
of ugly, twisting, writhing ' 
lings against the only other 
How difficult it must be for 
, upon meeting a charming 
, to mumble, "I hate men. 
are a man. Therefore, I hate 
Her false reasoning must 
unreasonable even to her 
her innermost heart. 
Men do not _ have an easy l ife. 
More men baOles than women babies 
are born each year, you know. Yet 
before l ife ends for a l l  the babies who 
were born in the yea r  1890, for ex­
ample, we would find more widows 
gossipi ng over bridge than we would 
find widowers l ounging on the court­
house steps. 
When a man baby is between one 
a nd two years old, Father drags him 
down to the nearest. tonsorial parlor, 
shoves him into·a chair and commands, 
"Off with itl" Then off it comes, not 
the head, but curl after curl. I n  forty 
Boyhood is a stage everyone 
but mother wishes could be cov­
ered in one year. When little girls 
skin a knee, Daddy cuddles and 
kisses them. When little boys 
have a great fall, Father frowns 
at tears and says, "Now act like 
a man." 
Poor l ittl e  tyke, he's not a man; 
he's only six years old. However, if 
our six-yea r old has just been soundly 
pounded by the neighborhood bully 
or if his best pal Spot has been kil led 
by a speeding car he must stifle those 
tears and "act l ike a man." Don't be 
surprised if he has ulcers in the next 
thirty years. 
The teen years are difficult a lso. 
)n and Mary Lutz pause during an art 
t "Columbia." · 
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Pinning 
• 
MISS JO Anne Johnson recently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speecq 
major from Springfield, is a mem• 
her of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
· 
Ma rriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were married 
fast Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. · 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta . Zeta sorority. Mr. 
Younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Univer-
sities." 
· 
Summer quarter 
begins June 14  
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :  30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tered will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
• 
Editors receive 
Meda I of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Fr.unders Day banquet last week. 
Medal of Merit is awarded to 
students who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
Jil"!'esident of Eastern's chapter of 
the fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc-urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was e,Jected vice­
president; Dr. Francis- W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads from fin91ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
. in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
from final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra-
tive 
-
up 
s 
end 
Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tries in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English frarernity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
st,ort story division; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou ·wn­
ltitt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Btverly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
an anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
year, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
Campus fel lowship 
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Hai:n who received. his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at .the conference. 
Those- :i."ttending the conference 
from Eastern;were: Wilma Briggs, 
Dorothy H1rschelman, J a n e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins1 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
DAVID BROWN was electe4 
dent of Math club for next 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recent!� 
officers are Donald Brough. 
president and Dorothy 
secretary. 
Entertainment was pro 
Jesse Orvedahl and his 
dog. 
· 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg ia a 
at Fox Ridge last night as 
meeting o:(. the year. 
David Offner, from the 
siaff of the University of 
was the speaker for the e 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of I' 
Fellowship meeting, May 2 
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l ittle devils ever. fhey are sati 
with the woman they sti l l  feel 
were fortunate to have married 
they treat a l l  women in a charm 
manner that is delightful to see. 
Toda. 
Sonny spends hours in front of the 
bathroom mirror fighting a major bat­
tle against a couple of whiskers that 
never would have sprouted if they 
had known the uproar they would 
cause. 
Sonny also races around town 
in an ancient Model A all  his 
own. Older drivers complain bit­
terly of his reckless driving as 
their heavy foot presses the accel­
orator to the floor and their 
whiskey breath clouds the wind­
shield. 
think, is a good thing, don't you? No 
matter how tiring their day may have 
been, they are wil l ing to l isten to the 
accomplishments of their children's 
day, and to carry each child piggy­
back to bed. 
Now they view the thinning or 
greyi ng hair with almost a smile at 
themselves and with scarcely a second 
thought, for now they a re entering 
that wonderful "mellowing age." 
Yes, I l i ke men. I l i ke all types 
ages. I believe, furthermore, that 
human man shows the highest d 
Be, 
. •chesterfields 
' SJo �;'� I 
The cigarette that gives y_, 
est quality - tow nicotine 1 
want - the mildness you WI 
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During their twenties and thirties 
men are kept busy rearing a family 
a nd ma king a satisfactory i ncome. 
Men make good fathers, which, 
These men have a fine sense of 
humor. Their manner of l iving .is re­
laxed, yet rich and . ful l  for they have 
accomplished many of their goals in 
life a nd have forgotten the unreal ized 
ones. Thei r grown children are a cred­
it, and their grandchi ldren the cutest 
800/t Re11/ew 
The Parasites 
by Daphne du Maurier 
reviewed by Audree McMillan 
(First Prize) 
THE PARASITES is a sl ick, sophisticated novel about the three Dela neys, two 
sisters and a brother a l l  of uncertain relationships, who "created a strange 
sort of hosti l ity wherever we went." 
Celia, the kindest of the three, has a talent for drawing. Maria, vivacious 
and lovely, is an actress and between her a nd Nial l ,  popular  song writer, exists 
a stra nge relationship. 
The novel begins with Maria's hus­
band Charles' sudden burst of temper 
in wh ich he excla ims, "Parasites, that's 
what you are. The three of you." From 
this point on the story is told by a 
series of fl ashbacks. It is to the auth­
or's credit that the plot never gets 
confusing nor do the characters be­
come muddled as often happens when 
this device is used. 
The plot · of 'The Parasites' is 
similar to that of 'Time Out of 
Mind,' by Rachel Field. Miss 
Field's novel is more down to 
earth with its close tie to nature 
and the passing seasons. Miss du 
Maurier gives little description in 
her novel, however, and her 
characters are the product of a 
modern city existence. 
I n  both novels there is a close rela­
tionship between brother a nd sister 
that ca nnot be broken even by an ex­
tended separation. I n  each novel the 
third person is a foil to the two more 
uninh ibited, selfish personalities. 
The l ives of actors, artists a nd musi­
cians are a lways fascinating to the 
reader. Maria compels i nterest as a n  
actress who l ives each new role both 
on the stage a 11d off, and who finally 
fails to manage the combination of a 
career a nd ma rriage. 
Miss du Maurier draws each 
character without obvious effort, 
but each emerges as a distinct 
personality. The reader is never 
in doubt about the thoughts or 
motives of the characters. First 
person is employed in telling the 
story although which of the De­
laneys tells the story is never dis­
closed. 
The a uthor can be earthy without 
being at a l l  vulgar. At unexpected 
moments humor is i nserted, not the 
mi ld chuckling type, but "side-split­
ting" laughter. 
Unfortunately this novel fel l  down 
during the last chapter. The book 
jacket mentioned a startl ing cl imax. 
If this cl imax was meant to be Maria's 
husba nd's a nnouncement that he 
wanted a divorce, then the climax fell 
very flat. The reader feels that this 
· of intell igence when he choosell 
a wife-a woman; for womana 
though created second, is the su 
work of God. No improvemen• 
be made. 
If you think that I am saying 
because I am a wor:nan-you are · 
However, because I am a worn 
l i ke men. 
About the author 
AUDREE McMILLAN, junior 
major from Danville, has i;o'lil 
the English and journalism fields by 
ing a member of English club and 
Tau Delta, national English Ji 
land by editing the Eastern State 
and being president of Pi Delta 
national journalism fraternity. 
year she will serve as social �h.a' 
of Student Association. 
announcement is inevitable. 
After this climax, each cha 
must pick h imself up a nd cease 
a parasite. Celia turns down an 
to publish her stories a nd dr 
to help Maria's oldest child. M 
for the first time in her life, is hurt 
her own selfishness. Nial l  is left 
sinking boat at the book's end. 
The Parasites is not a vital or in 
novel, but may be read simply !r 
escape an� entertai nment valuel 
charming Delaneys should not h 
been forced to meet the aint1clim 
ends designed for them by the au 
With the exception of the defl 
endi ng, The Parasites is an often 
often penetrating account of the r 
of three people who were dis ' 
personal ities a nd yet whose 
were i nextricably bound togeth8' 
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Second music comp b.egins. Monday 
Set 175-pint goal 
for blood drive 
1 36 high school students register 
for first week of chorus work · 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
I · campus Frid.ay, acording to Mrs. 
Bryan Heise, chaimlan of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty 8.nd townspeopl• may do­
nate blood between the hours of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasiQm . .  
EASTERN'S SECOND annual  music camp, di rected by · Dr. Leo J .  
Dvora k of Eastern's music department, got under way with 
the �istratio� of 1 36 chorus students at Douglas, Lincoln and Pem­
berton hal ls  Sunday afternoon and a get-together-party Sunday 
evening in the student lounge. · 
The remainder of the week wil l  be spent in group rehearsals 
and planned recreationol activities, 
Quota has been set at 175 pints. · 
The goal for each visit is based 
on anticipated blood needs. 
G bb d II I culminating Sunday afternoon at a a r . ca s p a y 3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
d in the big tent which has been O/J:lH f_t::_f_n ' C'HL erected in the wooded area east of 
.ESDAY, MAY 26, 1 954 
Knock on Any Door 
by Wil lard Motley 
reviewed by Donn Kelsey 
(Honorable Mention) · 
FAST, die young, a nd make a good-looking corpse!" 
In and around these words, Wi l lard Motley, author of Knock oi:i any Door, 
111¥oven a story of almost frightening beauty. Not, by any means, is the book 
a tale of beauty. Rather, it is one of ugliness and evil and the degeneration 
•uman soul amid the sordid atmosphere of Chicago's Skid Row. 
It is not a book to be read for pleasure or self-gratification; its overtones • grey a nd mel ancholy. I t  is one � till shock and i ncite reflection destiny. 
pity. It  is a book for the mentally Each of them moves in an orbit of 
·e and not for those persons who his own, each importa nt and real 
a nice story about nice people. a lone, more so in the formation of 
At twelve, Nick Romano was the whole. There is Emma, the girl 
son of a moderately prosper- Nick married and drove to a suicide's 
Italian immigrant family who death; Grant, who befriended Nick 
preparing to enter the and could have saved him; Aunt Rose, 
•rch. At twenty-one, he sat in  who understood Nick and was afraid; 
death chair, counting the Morton, who battled Nick's conscience 
•rs until his debt to Society -and l ost; J uan, Sunshine, Vito, who 
paid. faced imprisonment rather tha n  see 
k on any Door is the story of Nick comm itted to the electric chair; 
1ars between, the years that cor- Ri ley, the culmi nation of Nick's twist-
Nick and drove him i nto the ed life; and Nick himself, altar-boy at 
to seek what l ove and friend- twelve, ki l ler at twenty-one. 
life was ever to offer him. All these forces Mr. Motley 
plot of this book is not an out- creates with compassion and 
ling one; in fact, it is a l most sympathy, yet neither condones 
1ible. Any claim which the work nor condemns them. He steps 
greatness must rest i n  the un- back and lets the reader watch 
development of its charac- them destroy themselves as he 
the forces which shape Nick's probes deep for the factors that 
Ded ication 
l )  
1hure and teaching. 
1ough a man with reserve which 
his closest friends respect, he is 
of limited but abiding friend­
His oldest friendship was with 
1terbury, New York newspaper 
, who was his friend at Yale 
rnity brother in Alpha Sigma 
Widger has been my loyal 
for twenty-seven years and 
1e of my most faithful corre-
1ts a l l  through the war. 
is a good man. I have never 
him to hurt anyone. A 
1bstemious in his own hab· 
1he is tolerant of the vices of 
He has a lively sense of 
11y. He loves his friends and 
1ritable to his enemies, if he 
1ny. 
He is always on the side of the un­
derdog and people i n  trouble-a man 
of great mercy and great compassion. 
His pleasu res a re simple. He loves the 
conversation of friends and the com­
panionship of good books. He is a 
man of wide reading a nd sensitive, 
i ntel l igent appreci ation of his read-
ing. . 
He is an indepenClent spi rit. He is 
no man's man. He is his own man. 
Christopher Morley once quoted a 
poem in honor of his professor of 
English at Haverford Col lege, Profes­
sor Francis - trarton Gummere. I 
think this poem characterizes the life 
of Dr. Widger. It is The Character of a 
Happy Life, by Sir Henry Wotton. 
How happy is he born and taught 
That serveth not a nother's wil l ;  
Whose armor is his honest thought, 
And simple truth his utmost ski l l !  
Who envies none that chance doth 
raise, 
PAGE THIRTEEN 
motivate them . .  
Another factor contributing much 
to the book's a lmost physical power 
is its matchless style. By employing 
the use of frequent, short, choppy 
phrases, breaking innumerable rules 
of grammar in the process, the author 
produces a sequence of concise, brutal 
pictures a l l  woven deftly together to 
produce a polished screen of un ifor­
mity. These pictu res Motley pai nts 
a re not necessa rily pretty ones, but 
their attraction and force are incon­
testable. 
There are those persons who wil l  
say of Knock on any Door that its au­
thor has ai med at sensational ism, a nd 
their accusation is not without some 
justification. But the author has taken 
a l ife he knows -i ntimately and laid 
it openly before the reader. If he is 
ovei:ly harsh, it is Society he con­
demns, and his picturization of l ife 
as he has seen ·it is completely rele­
vant a nd necessary. 
Knock on any Door is a book that 
draws one back again a nd again, 
each time finding someth ing new, 
and while it may not be l i ked, it must 
.certainly be appreciated. 
Nor vice; who never understood 
How deepest wounds a re given by 
praise; 
Nor rules of state, but rules of 
good; 
Who hath his l ife from rumors freed; 
Whose conscience is his strong 
retreat 
Whose state ca n neither flatterers 
feed, 
Nor ruin make oppressors great; 
Who God doth late and early pray 
More of His grace than gifts to 
lend; 
And enterta ins the harmless day 
With a wel l-chosen book or friend; 
This man is freed from servi le bands 
Of hope to rise or fear to fa l l :  
Lord of himself, though not lands, 
And having noth ing, yet hath a l l .  
Sir Henry Wotton 
So we say au revoir to an excep­
tional man, but not goodbye. 
the Annex. 
�d Both the daily sessions and 'the e concert are open to visits of East-; out ern's summer students. This week's 
: :�- instruction is under the direction · . e of Mr. Western Noble of Luther or m college. 
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Since more girls than boys at'.e 
registered for the week, the girls 
are staying at both Douglas and 
Lincoln halls where the facilities 
are greater, while the boyis· are at 
Pemberton hall. This same proce­
dure will . be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
camp. 
As this year's applications for 
adm�ssion were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected. Second session begins Sun­
day, June 27. 
Three-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WEEKS elementary SC<i-
ence .workshop opened Monday. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for teach­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives, and philosophy of ele­
mentary science teaching will be 
>Stressed, according to Dr.' Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials ·are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lQCally is to make the 
course practical .and usable to 
area teachers. 
Much of the work is in the form 
of experiments, which teaehers 
perform themselves. 
ica n fol k  a rt -
i>n and Mary Lutz pause during an art 
t "Columbia." · 
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Socio ls • • 
Pinning 
• 
MISS JO Anne Johnson recently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speec� 
major from Springfield, is a mem.I 
her of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
· 
Marriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were married 
lc:.st Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
major ft'om Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta . Zeta sorority. Mr. 
younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Univer-
sities." 
· 
Summer q uarter 
begins June 14  
Ed itors receive 
Meda I of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Founders Day banquet last week. 
1 Medal of Merit is awarded to 
students who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
)\l"."esident of Eastern's chapter of 
tbe fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc·urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was e.Iected vice­
president; Dr. Francis W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads fro m ·  fin91ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
from final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tries in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
sh ort story division; Car.roll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou 'Wil­
k:tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger ·and Joe 1 
Campbell, poetry: 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
an anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
year, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
Cam pus fellowship 
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University _of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at _t.he conference. 
Those- attending the conference 
from Eastern)were : Wilma Briggs, 
Dorothy H1rschelman, J a n  e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins, 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
Wednesday, May 
Math club elects of 
DAVID BROWN was elec 
dent of Math club for n 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recen 
officers are Donald Bro 
president and Dorothy 
secretary. 
Entertainment 
Jesse Orvedahl 
dog. 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is 
at Fox Ridge last night as 
meeting o:t the year. 
David Offner, from the 
st.aff of the University of 
was the speaker for the 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of I' 
Fellowship meeting, May 
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mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tPred will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
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Poetry 
The Moth 
by Harryetta Peterka 
(First Prize) 
Fragile is soul-felt beauty 
With the caught breathlessness of a moth. 
Soundlessly it brushes across 
The scarlet vein of l ife in a dying leaf, 
lightly it strokes draped lengths 
Of deep curved shadow. 
To the wonder of souls 
Hidden in human forms. 
It hovers over the curve of a grass blade 
Bent by weight of a rai n  drop, 
Swift to find the grace of sympathy 
And the fragil ity of the sun-blown weed. 
So it l ives in a l l  the a loneness of i nnocence, 
Knowing not of the majesty of the seas 
Or of the scul pture of the mountain, 
For it is of the del icacy destroyed by greatness 
And its l ife, too short for exploration, 
Knows only the thri l l  of discovery. 
About the aruthor 
HARRYETTA PETERKA'S work is 
making its second appearance in the 
literary supplement. A sophomore Eng­
lish major from Charleston, Miss 
Peterka is equally at home on Ea.stem's 
stage. She played the role of Elizabeth 
Barrett in the winter qwarter play "The 
Barretts of Wimpole Street" and more 
recently. appeared in one of the spring 
plays in "Foursome." 
The Creation 
by Wil ma Briggs 
(Honorable Mention) 
The ·heavenly bodies reeled and fell in place 
Where in the beginning God had foreordained, 
And shimm'ring l ight did fi l l  the depths of space 
And scattered darkness til l  there none rema ined. 
Then God reached forth his hand to give new bi rth 
Unto a star a nd formed it by His might 
Of water a nd dry land. He called it Earth. 
He then divided Time 'to day a nd n ight 
And set the sun a nd moon to give their l ight 
Wh ile o'er the lonely face of earth, He sent 
' 
All forms of lovely l ife to please His sight. 
And when 'twas finished, Earth to Man was lent. 
God saw the Fal l  and Cross from where He stood, 
Yet bowed H is head a nd whispered, "It is good." 
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Second music camp b.egins. Monday . 
Set 1 75-pint goal 
for blood drive 
BLOODMOBILE UNIT will be on 
1 · campus Friday, acording to Mrs. 
Bryan Heise, chail'll an of the local 
chapter of Red Cross. Students, 
faculty and townspeopl• may do­
nate blood between the hours of 
1 and 7 p.m. in the women's gym of 
Lantz gymnasium. . 
Quota has been set at 175' pints. · 
The goal for each visit is based 
1 36 h ig h  school students reg ister 
for fi rst week of chorus work · 
EASTERN'S SECOND annual music camp, di rected by Dr. Leo J .  
Dvorak of Eastern's music department, got under way with 
the rJegistration. of 1 36 chorus students at Doug las, Li ncol n and Pem­
berton hal ls  Sunday afternoon and a get-together-party Sunday 
evening in the student lounge. · 
The remainder of the week wil l  be spent in group rehearsals 
�· r r.· 5 on 0anticipated bloo� needs. .... · · · _ .1.1.n.t�-_n;f 1 75 nln h:: l�Dnr.P.1;:.Pnt� 
Gabbard · calls play 
trvouts todav 
and planned recreationol activities, 
culminating Sunday afternoon at 
3 p.m. with a concert to be held 
in the big tent which has been 
erected in the wooded area ea.st of 
the Annex. 
ESDAY, MAY 26, 1 954 PAGE FIFTEEN 
A Letter to Jerry 
by Joe Campbel l 
(Honorable Mention) 
rid composed of selfishness a nd hate 
torn with war has been your playing pen; 
you were eight we saw the neighbor boys 
to fight and kil l  a nd die i nstead 
nging round the town when school was done, 
!hen the war was over-men came home 
1ke the place of boys who'd gone away. 
short years we heard the words of peace­
ce to last and mark when we first learned 
ways of peaceful ends to nation's quarrels. 
n's ideals are ofttimes idle dreams 
we saw retu rn of blood a nd death. 
you had only sixteen years of l ife 
'ard fresh shots from guns we thought would sleep 
y ears forgot the bitter-sweetness 
heard in whistl ing bullets, roaring planes, 
clanking tanks. So now you're old enough 
the food that's fed to student kil lers, 
s in clothes that mark you one of those, 
am to sell your l ine of goods: that's death! 
living in a world that must be sick-
be sick when men believe that land 
.wer over plots of it a re worth your blood. 
why you're where you are l ike Bi l l  and Jim; 
why the boys l ike you with . hearts and loves 
nes and blood and l ungs a nd skin and souls 
ed to leave their Chinese homes to learn 
1teful ways of kil l ing other youths. 
think they matter l ittle, Jerry boy; 
ber God's hand shaped their bodies too. 
probably think he was a friendly guy 
you had met across a glass 
or maybe shared a room at school. 
in a school of salesmanship right now; 
product has a · large demand while your 
is nearly l imitless as long 
and bul lets last. You'll be the type 
man to whom doors are usua lly closed, 
· "°" 
But since it is your duty, do it wel l :  
So blast their doors a n d  beckon to each soul 
With finger pressing M 1 trigger's warmth. 
They'l l  take your package full of death and pain 
If you will use persuasive sel l ing power, 
Convi ncing them your brand is mild a nd that 
If they'l l j ust try your test of thirty days, 
They'd never switch to other brands of death. 
And be enthusiastic, Jerry boy: 
Hand out free samples everywhere you can; 
But real ize the while, you sel l  because 
You must-you will not hate the men you ki l l .  
If  you must hate, despise the men who send 
Your victims i nto battle, cowards knowing 
The young must fight their wars a nd die for greed; 
And if you've pity, though it cannot heal 
A · wound or stop the blood, restore a l ife, 
Don't feel you waste it on your fallen foe-
You owe him more than you would care to pay; 
For what if he were victor over you? 
But he has died so you can taste the joys 
And happi ness that he had hoped to own. 
There's one less soul on earth for each of these 
Bare boys you're forced to kil l  a nd send to Hell 
(Or Heaven, as the case may be). Perhaps 
The one you pick to murder first wil l  have 
A brother such as I who's told him not 
To hate the man he ki l ls  as I have you: 
Nor blame the look he casts you r way if you're 
The lucky one who shoots a nd fails to miss­
For you'd hate him if you had been shot down. 
I'm sure you'll be a super salesman there­
Korea-where the stakes are h igh and you'l l 
Be asked to guara ntee del ivery, 
But satisfy yourself with army pay 
And don't accept commissions others have 
To be their l ast: a flying piece of lead. 
Although it has no ribbon decoration, 
It  sometimes is renewed for actions brave. 
Both the daily sessions and 'the 
concert a.re open to visits of East­
ern's summer students. This week's a�- instruction is under the direction t
. 
e of Mr. Western Noble of Luther r m college. 
��d 
out 
�ad- Since more girls than boys ai:e 
'\.w's registered for the week, the girls 
�ab- are staying at both Douglas and 
two Lincoln halls where the facilities 
inen are greater, while the boyis· are at 
9. to Pemberton hall. This same proce-
dure will . be followed throughout 
the two remaining weeks of the 
ca.mp. 
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As this year's applications for 
admi;ssion were so great in number 
in the band division, an extra week 
is being devoted this year to that 
field. Nearly 250 students are ex­
pected. Second session begins Sun­
day, Jun'e 27. 
Th ree-week science 
course starts Mon. 
THREE WEEKS elementary sci-
ence .workshop opened Monday. 
Class m�ets in room 101 of the 
science building for six hours a 
day beginning at 8 a.m. 
The course is designed for �ach­
ers of elemenary science. Aims, 
objectives, and philosophy of e"ie­
mentary science teaching will be 
,stressed, according to Dr.' Walter 
M. Scruggs, head of the zoology 
department. 
Materials used in the course are 
available in local communities. No 
materials ·are ordered from a city 
supply house. Purpose of gathering 
materials lQCally is to make the 
course practical and usable to 
area teachers. 
Much o.f the work is in the form 
of experiments, which teachers 
pErform themselves. 
can fol k  art · 
1>n and Mary Lutz pause during an art 
it "Columbia." · 
Page Eight 
Socials · • • • 
Pinning 
MISS J O  Anne Johnson recently 
became pinned to Mr. Gary Fow­
ler. Miss Johnson, freshman speecl:\ 
major from Springfield, is a mem• 
her of Sigma Sigma Sigma soror­
ity. Fowler, senior geography ma­
jor from Cowden, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
· 
Ma rriage 
MISS MARIANN Dana and Mr. 
Charles Younger were marded 
lz.st Sunday in Mt. Pulaski. 
Mrs. Younger, senior speech 
:rnajor from Mt. Pulaski, is a mem­
ber of Delta . Zeta sorority. Mr. 
younger, senior physics major 
from Louisville, is a member of 
Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Both are listed in "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and U niver-
sities." 
· 
Summer q uarter 
begins June 1 4  
REGISTRATION DATE for sum-
Editors receive 
Meda I of Merit 
AUDREE McMILLAN, News edit-
or and Cecilia Shay and Virginia 
Ostegren, Warbler editors receiv­
ed Medal of Merit from Pi Delta 
Epsilon, national journalism fra­
ternity at a meeting held before 
Ff>linders Day banquet last week. 
Medal of Merit is awarded to 
sl.udents who do outstanding work 
in the field of journalism. 
Audree McMillan was re-elected 
I?�esident of Eastern's chapter of 
tbe fraternity, which is the oldest 
jc·urnalism fraternity in the coun­
try. 
Bruce Pyatt was elected vice­
president; Dr. Francis W. Palmer 
was re-elected permanent secre­
tary; Doradene Diefenthaler was 
elected historian. 
Excuse only June 4 
g rads from fin91ls 
ONLY THOSE seniors graduating 
in the June 4 ceremony are exempt 
f'rom final examinations, accord­
ing to Dean Hobart Heller. 
This exemption is an administra-
tive - · -
up 
s 
end 
Announce literary 
contest winners 
FOUR FIRST . prize winners and 
11 honorable mentions were 
chosen by the judges from 34 en­
tries in the literary contest spon­
sored annually by News and Sig­
ma Tau Delta, national honorary 
English fraternity. 
Donn Kelsey placed first in 
sh ort story division; Carroll Dukes 
in essay; Audree McMillan, book 
review; and Harryetta Peterka, 
poetry. 
Honorable mentions were award­
ed to Joan Findley and Lou · wn­
�tt, short story; Wilma Briggs, 
Bl verly Hershbarger and Audree 
McMillan, essay; Donn Kelsey, 
book review and Wilma Briggs, 
Beverly Hershbarger and Joe ' 
Campbell, poetry. 
Winnie Davis Neely award fund, 
which now totals $473.50, draws 
interest of 13 dollars each year. 
To make up the 25 dollar award, 
1m anonymous donor contributed 
12 dollars. Since Winnie Davis 
Neely award will not be given this 
yE:ar, this money will be turned 
back into the fund. 
Campus fellowship 
attends conference 
SEVEN STUDENTS from Eastern 
attended the spring conference 
of Campus Fellowship at Lake 
Springfield recently. 
The students, accompanied by 
sponsor Louise E. Murray, heard 
an address by Dr. Robert F. De­
Ha�n who received. his Ph.D. in 
Psychology at the University _of 
Chicago. Students from nine Illi­
nois colleges and universities were 
present at _the conference. 
Those- irltending the conference 
from EasternJwere : Wilma Briggs, 
Dorothy H1rschelman, J a n e t 
Moore, Don Moore, Don Hopkins, 
Betty Dixon, Helen Hopper, • and 
Dorothy Schmidt. 
Campus Fellowship held a picnic 
DAVID BROWN was electe4 
dent of Math club for next 
Election was held after a 
at Morton park ' recentl?j 
officers are Donald Brough, 
president and Dorothy 
secretary. 
Entertainment 
Jesse Orvedahl 
dog. 
Orvedahl is retiring p 
Dr. L. A. Ringenberg is a 
at Fox Ridge last night as 
meeting o:f;. the year. 
David Offner, from the 
sia:ff of the University of 
was the speaker for the e 
Twelve members from 
were guests of the U. of I' 
Fellowship meeting, May 2 
MEMBER EASTERN BOOSTERS CLUB 
W O L F F '  
mer school has been set for June 
14. All pre-registered students will 
register between the hours of 8-
9 :30 a.m. Students not pre-regis­
tered will register after 9 :30. 
, Classes begin June 15. 
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MILLIONS 
The Awaken i ng 
by Beverly Harshba rger 
(Honorable Mention) 
When the snow descends and spreads a velvet cover 
And the breathless a ir  voices the strains of an u nsung symphony 
Then let not your love contemplate. 
For you know without saying, 
Love is no mountain, enduring forever. 
But it is l ike the snow; it must l ive in its own atmosphere or it dies. 
And thus if you ponder on your love, 
You take it from its sanctuary. 
Let it seek its own end, in its own way. 
Love, they say, is a sweet wild dream, 
A rushing through mounta i n  meadows. 
A dream unti l the crash a nd the tumble to the edge of the cl iff. 
Then there is no cl utch strong enough to bring it back. 
So with the awakening take your last look 
At the love, crushed as a cherished petal ,  between the pages of a book. 
Useless Strugg le 
by Harryetta �eterka 
(Honorable Mention) 
Every hour that holds the warmth of the earth 
And the ecstatic sharpness of the stars 
Holds the clean, sightless wind cal led Time 
That gathers in one harvest the petals of the rose 
and the dreams of youth, 
Scattering both far out of reach. 
As desperately a nd with as much pain 
As the rose clings to its petals, 
Youth embraces its beliefs a nd idea ls. 
Neither can see beyond the first wounds of the wind's plunder 
I nto the future's blossoms a nd ideals 
Which wi l l  become as important to them as the l ast. 
Both must learn to surrender themselves 
And their l ives to the inevitable bl ast, 
And to lean i nto the wind rather than against it, 
For. a lthough both the rose. a nc;I youth possess the gift of l ife, Neither has any protection from Time 
Whose strength is in its persistence. 
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